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This thesis investigates some aspects of the continuation method for 
the solution of a system of nonlinear equations, fix) = 0 ,
f : D a fT a- if1 . This approach is useful for generating methods which do 
not rely on a good initial estimate of a solution and the problem is 
converted to one of following the solution trajectory xit) of a problem
of the form H{xit) ,t) = 0 ,  from the starting guess
X q  - x(0) , hopefully to the solution x* .
In Chapter 1 we give a brief introduction and note that xit) also 
satisfies
xit) - -8 Hix ,£) Hix,t) , #(0) = x. ,x t 0
and so we can follow xit) by applying methods traditionally used for the 
solution of ordinary differential equations. In Chapter 2 we consider general 
single-step methods and, in particular, Runge-Kutta methods, for following 
xit) . We also give conditions on the methods to attain rapid convergence 
to x* and, as a result, for a particular choice of Hix ,t) we are able to 
derive methods which have improved rates of convergence to x* . We apply 
similar arguments in Chapter 3 to the class of linear multistep methods and 
again generate methods which follow xit) accurately and then give rapid 
final convergence to x* .
In Chapter 4 we consider Newton-like methods for finding x[tf] for a
sequence of values [t^ } , and discuss the accuracy and computational
efficiency of the methods. We use the results of Chapter 2 to derive a 
method which changes in a continuous way from one which follows xit) 
accurately to one which converges rapidly to x* .
Chapter 5 is concerned with problems where the need to follow the
(iv)
solution of H[x(t),t) = 0 arises naturally. We consider, in particular, 
the difficulties associated with certain critical points, i.e. points on 
the solution branch [x(t) ,i) at which c)^ H(x ,t) is singular. We describe
an efficient method for following a branch through a simple turning point 
and present an efficient method for determining such turning points accurately. 
This method is also useful for finding certain simple bifurcation points.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we consider the problem of finding several 
solutions of the equation fix) = 0 . We consider two recent approaches 
and show that the two methods are essentially the same. A reformulation of 
one of the methods indicates a technique which is, in some sense, more 
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In this thesis we consider some aspects of numerical methods for the 
solution of nonlinear equations in several variables. We are interested in 
methods which do not rely on the availability of a good estimate of a 
solution. Such methods can be derived by embedding the given problem in a 
class of problems formulated so that the method of solution becomes one of
Ylfollowing a trajectory in R , n > 1 . Some of the theory developed for 
these methods is also relevant in two related applications. The first is in 
problems where the need to follow a trajectory arises naturally, often called 
bifurcation problems, and the second is in the problem of finding several 
solutions of a system of nonlinear equations. We consider each of these 
problem areas in this work.
Recently various different, but related, methods have been proposed for 
the solution of a system of nonlinear equations when only a poor initial 
estimate of a zero is known. These methods all use the continuation approach 
which, in principle, goes back to the last century but appears to have been 
used as a numerical tool for the first time by Lahaye [43], [44]. Historical 
surveys can be found in Ficken [25] and Avila [4]. Suppose we wish to find
Yl Yla zero x* of the function f : D er R -+ R . We embed this problem in a
family of problems of the form
(1.1) H[x(t),t) = 0
where t £ [0,t) , for some t > 0 . (t may be infinite but, for brevity,
we do not specifically distinguish this case.) The embedding is chosen so 
that, for t - 0 , the solution x(t) of (1.1) is known to be x , i.e.
x(0) = Xq , and x(t) is the required solution . For the general
problem (1.1), Rheinboldt [60] gives sufficient conditions on H(x,t) for
2xit) to exist for each t € [0,t ) . Also, in section 2.1, we give a 
theorem which, for a particular choice of Hix^ t) , gives sufficient 
conditions for :e(t ) to equal x* . Similar results for particular choices 
of H(x,t) can be found in e.g. [23], [28], [50] and [72]. Then the 
problem of solving
(1.2) fix) = 0
becomes one of following the solution trajectory from x(0) = xQ to
x (t ) = x* •
The most common choice for Hix,t) is 
(1.3) Hix,t) = fix) - (l-t)/(x0)
for which x(0) = x and x(l) = x* . Another example is to transform the 
embedding parameter of (1.3) to the infinite interval to give
(1.4) Hix,t) = fix) - e V ( ^ 0) 5
where e is the base of the natural logarithm, and then x* = lim xit) .
£-kx>
It appears to have been Davidenko [19] who first considered converting (1.1) 
to an ordinary differential equation. By application of the chain-rule, it 
follows that the solution of (1.1) satisfies the initial value problem
(1.5)
where 3 Hix.t) x
respect to x .
xit) = -3 Hix,t) ^3 Hix,t) , x(0) = xn ,x t 0
represents the Frechet partial derivative of 
For (1.3) and (1.4) this gives
Hix,t) with
( 1 . 6)
and
(1.7)
xit) = -Jix) ? x(0) = xQ ,
xit) = -Jix) 1fix) , x(0) = xQ ,
respectively, where Jix) is the Jacobian of / at x . Note that the 
solution trajectories of (1.3) and (1.4), and therefore of (1.6) and (1.7), 
are essentially the same, the difference is only in the choice of parameter-
3isation. Subsequent to Davidenko's original work, various authors have 
suggested integrating (1.3) or (1.6) (e.g. [10], [15], [40], [50], [53], 
[72]) and (1.4).or (1.7) (e.g. [9], [11], [16], [28]) whilst others have 
suggested less general choices of H(x^ t) , usually dependent upon the form 
of f (e.g. [20], [22], [24], [27], [41], [50], [72]).
The differential equation (1.7) was also derived, using an alternative 
approach, by Gavurin [28]. He considered a general iterative process of the 
form
where h represents a steplength, and, by taking the limit as h 0 , 
generated the continuous analogue of (1.8),
(1.9) xit) - gix) .
Then (1.7) represents the continuous analogue of Newton's method. In a 
recent application of continuation, Kellogg, Li and Yorke [39] used the 
continuous analogue of a combination of the Newton and direct iteration 
methods, in a constructive proof of the Brower fixed point theorem. Their 
differential equation is
(1.10) xit) = - (jXa^+iKx) 1l) 1f(x) ,
Ylwhere I is the unit matrix and y : Y? -* R is such that p(a:) - 0 0 as x 
approaches a solution of (1.2). Equation (1.10) gives an approach somewhat 
in the style of the Levenberg/Marquardt method for optimisation [47], [48].
Gavurin notes that each zero of fix) is a stable node of the 
autonomous differential equation (1.7), i.e. stable in the sense of Liapunov 
[45], and so difference formulae used to integrate (1.7) should enjoy a 
similar stability. This is not necessarily the case, since equations of the 
form (1.9) can be Liapunov stable but also be stiff [18] in which case 
standard difference formulae may not be stable. This is actually not the 
case for (1.7), at least close to a solution, although it was the concern of 
Boggs [8], [9]. In Chapter 2 we discuss a suggestion of Boggs that the most
4suitable methods for the solution of (1.7) are the A-stable techniques of 
Dahlquist [18]. Also Boggs noted that integrating (1.6) requires a greater 
concern for accuracy than is required when integrating (1.7). This is
-1because, under reasonable conditions, all solutions of x(t) = -J(x) f(x) 
converge locally to x* , which is a consequence of the Liapunov stability, 
and this is not the case for (1.6). Thus we concern ourselves primarily 
with the use of (1.4) and (1.7).
When the solution x{t) of (1.7) converges to x* , any method which, 
because of small steps or high accuracy, follows the trajectory sufficiently 
closely will surely converge to x* also. However this convergence will be 
slow since x(t) converges to x* only linearly. This follows because,
from (1.4), /(x(f)) = e ^ f[x ) . Therefore, for an algorithm to be
efficient, there must be a change of emphasis at some stage from accurate
representation of x(t) to rapid convergence to x* . In Chapters 2-4 we 
consider methods for the solution of the differential equation (1.7) which 
can, by suitable step length control, be induced to give rapid final 
convergence to x* . In Chapter 2 we present some general results on the
convergence of one step methods with variable step size and use these
results to derive Runge-Kutta methods suitable for integrating (1.7) and 
which can give rapid final convergence to x* . In Chapter 3 we present 
general results on the convergence of multistep methods and use the results 
to generate methods which can give high order accuracy in following the 
solution of (1.7) and then give rapid final convergence to x* . We also 
discuss the stability problems involved with such methods if the step size 
is varied. Then in Chapter 4 we direct attention to methods of solving 
(1.1) for a sequence of values of t , using Newton-like methods. We 
consider their orders of accuracy in following the solution of (1.1) and 
also their computational efficiency. We apply these results to the cases 
when H(x,t) is given by (1.3) and (1.4). We also derive a method, which
has certain desirable order and convergence properties, for integrating 
(1.7).
5
Problems of the form given in (1.1) often arise naturally in a form 
where it is necessary to find the value of x(t) for sufficient values of 
t to define the solution (x(£),t) . The formulation describes how the
state vector x(t) depends upon the control parameter t . There is a 
large literature on the theoretical and numerical analysis of such problems, 
much of it being in the theory of elasticity where x(t) represents the 
position of a structure and t represents a physical load. See for example 
[3], [6], [17], [33], [36], [38], [66], [69] and the references therein.
Much of the analysis is involved with critical points on the solution 
[x{t) ,t] of (1.1), i.e. points at which 9^//(x(t),t) is singular, and the
behaviour of the solution in the region of such critical points. As 
mentioned above, some methods are described in Chapter 4 which are suitable 
for following solutions of (1.1). In Chapter 5 we develop these methods for 
the specific problem of following a solution through a certain kind of 
critical point, known as a turning point. We suggest an improved technique, 
similar to the methods suggested by Riks [66] and Menzel and Schwetlick [49]. 
Turning points represent the boundary between stability and instability of a 
system and, as such, are of special interest. For example, Simpson [69] 
gives a numerical method for finding such points. In Chapter 5 we also 
consider this problem and present some methods which are more efficient than 
Simpson's method. It happens that the derived methods are also useful for 
finding certain simple bifurcation points, which are another example of 
critical points. One of the methods provides information useful for finding 
points on a secondary solution which emanates from a simple bifurcation 
point [37], [64].
Methods for following a solution of (1.1) are also of interest in the 
problem of finding several solutions of (1.2) and this is the concern of
6Chapter 6. The usual approach is to solve (1.2) using a standard iterative 
procedure with several starting guesses. However, this method often has the 
failing that it continually converges to a solution which is already known.
In Chapter 6 we consider two suggestions, the first by Branin [11] and the 
second, a deflation method by Brown and Gearhardt [14], for overcoming this 
problem. Branin uses the continuation principle by integrating (1.7) both 
forwards and backwards and tries to find all the solutions on a particular 
trajectory. Whilst Branin’s method can only be guaranteed to find all the 
zeros of f under special circumstances (see e.g. [16]) the general approach 
appears to be the best currently available. We consider a reformulation of 
the Brown and Gearhardt method which indicates that it is essentially the 
same as Branin's method. This reformulation also indicates a possible 
improvement to the deflation technique giving a method which proves to be, 
in some sense, more efficient than the other two methods.
7CHAPTER 2
CONTINUATION WITH SINGLE-STEP METHODS
2.1. Introduction
As a preliminary to the main results of this chapter we present, in 
section 2.2, a convergence result for the continuation methods introduced in
Yl 71Chapter 1 for solving fix) - 0 , where f : D c: R -+ R . This result is 
not new in principle, but it specifies the type of conditions required on f  
before convergence to x* can be guaranteed. It also indicates that the 
continuation method is not a panacea for problems with a poor starting 
guess, but that it can often widen the region of convergence. The theorem 
gives conditions on f  and x for the solution of
(2.1.1) x(t) = -Jix) ^fix) , xiO) = x ,
to converge to x* .
Following section 2.2, we consider the application of single-step 
methods to the problem of integrating (2.1.1) and, in particular, we are 
interested in the use of explicit Runge-Kutta schemes. Our purpose is to 
find methods which can follow the solution of (2.1.1) accurately, in some 
sense, and can also give rapid local convergence to x* . In section 2.3 we 
generalise the local convergence theory of Ostrowski [58] to single-step 
methods involving a variable steplength and, in section 2.4, we apply these 
results to Runge-Kutta schemes for integrating (2.1.1). The resulting theory 
shows that, with odd-order Runge-Kutta methods, it is possible to gain rapid 
convergence to x* by suitable choice of the step size. Also, in section 
2.4, we challenge a suggestion of Boggs [9] that the most suitable methods 
for the solution of (2.1.1) are the d-stable methods of Dahlquist [18]. 
Finally, in section 2.5, we give the results of some numerical experiments
8and compare the methods suggested by the theory with some existing methods.
2.2. A Convergence Result
In this section we consider the differential equation (2.1.1), where 
f i x )  is assumed to be continuously differentiable for all x F D . There 
are a great many theorems on the existence and uniqueness of solutions of
(2.1.1) (see e.g. [4], [8], [50], [53], [60], [72] and the references 
therein) but most are local in nature. Since the differential equation 
approach is concerned with wider convergence we present a theorem which is 
not local. The theorem is not new, having been proved with marginally 
greater assumptions on f  by Gavurin [28], Deuflhard [23] and Ortega and 
Rheinboldt [53], but is given for clarity and as motivation for the overall 
approach. Its purpose is to characterise a region in which solutions of
(2.1.1) are guaranteed to converge to a zero of f  . First we give some 
definitions.
DEFINITION 2.2.1. P a D is a region of stability of (2.1.1) if, for
any xQ 6 P , the solution x i t )  of (2.1.1) is defined and unique for all
t  > 0 , x i t )  € P for all t  > 0 and lim x i t )  = x* F P , where x* is a
f-Ko
zero of f  .
YlFor any nonsingular n x n matrix A define : D c R -* R by
cj)^(as) = f i x ) TATAf i x)
and, for any a > 0 , define -^^A) by
P (A) = {as I i ( D, d).(as) < a} . a 1 1 A J
P (A) is a level set of A .(as) , (see [23], [53]). Let a A
L = {x I as F D, Det(j(x)} = 0} . Then, for some a > 0 and P*(j4) , a path 
connected component of P iA) , condition A will be
9A : P*(A) n L and _P^(A) n 9P are empty, P^(A) is bounded.
Under these conditions P*(A) is compact and contains one and only one 
zero of f .
THEOREM 2.2.1. Assume f : D c  Rn -* pn is continuously differentiable 
on D and a > 0 is such that condition A holds. If, in addition,
J(x) f^(x) is Lipschitz continuous on Int(P*(A)) then Int(P*(A)) is a
region of stability of (2.1.1).
Proof. Standard theorems on ordinary differential equations (e.g. [32, 
Chapter 1]) show that, for any E Int(P*(A)) , there exists a T > 0
such that (2.1.1) has a solution which is unique in Int(P*(A)) for each
t € [0,T) . Also, if the maximal such T is not 00 and
{x{t) I 0 < t < t } has limit point x , then x € 9P*(A) .I t T ot
When the solution x(t) of (2.1.1) exists it satisfies
(2.2.1) f(a:(t)) = e_tf(^0) = e~±f0 >
say, because (2.1.1) is equivalent to the initial value problem 
df/dt - -/,/( 0) = f0 . Thus
$4 (*(£)) = e”2t^ ( Xq) > t * [0,T) ,
and so cf)^ (a;(t)) is a decreasing function of t . Thus
*4 (*T) = Tim ^(a(t)) < a .
t->T-
Now suppose, if possible, that x^ £ 9P*(A) . Since P^ (i4) is closed 
and P*(A) n 9 D is empty there exists an £ > 0 such that S'(a: ,e) c D and 
Pfa^jo) n {P^(A)\P^(A)} is empty, where ,S(a:,e) is the open ball with 
centre x and radius £ . Let e. = £/i , then because x € 9P*(A) , for 
each i > 0 there exists a y^ € S[x^,£^] such that $4 G/^ ) > a • Now
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l im  y .  -  x  a n d ,  by c o n t i n u i t y  o f  (f) (x)  , l im  (J) ( y . )  = (p (x ) > a  , which 
t-x» t-x»
i s  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n .  Thus (: I n t ( p * ( A ) )  and i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  T = 00 , so 
x ( t ) i s  d e f i n e d  and x ( t )  € I n t ( P * ( d ) )  f o r  a l l  £ > 0 . A ls o ,  from
( 2 . 2 . 1 )  , i f  x^ i s  a  l i m i t  p o i n t  o f  ( x ( t ) }  , t h e n  f ( x m) = 0 . S in c e  a
z e r o  o f  /  i s  u n iq u e  in  P*(A)  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  x  = x* -  l im  x ( t )  . T h is
a  °° oo
c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f .  □
We n o te  t h a t  a  s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t i o n  f o r  J( x)  ^f (x)  t o  be L i p s c h i t z  
c o n t in u o u s  on I n t ( P ^ ( d ) )  i s  t h a t ,  in  a d d i t i o n  t o  c o n d i t i o n  A , J( x )  be
L i p s c h i t z  c o n t in u o u s  on I n t (P ^ ( i4 ) )  . T h is  f o l l o w s  from t h e  f a c t  t h a t
| | j ( ic )  ^|| and ||/(^c)| | a r e  bounded on P*(A)  and f ( x )  i s  c o n t i n u o u s ly
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  (and  hence  L i p s c h i t z  c o n t in u o u s )  on P*(A) .a
W h i l s t  Theorem 2 . 2 . 1  i s  n o t  p r a c t i c a l l y  u s e f u l , i t  shows t h a t  a ro u n d  
e a ch  z e ro  a t  w hich  J( x )  i s  n o n s i n g u l a r  t h e r e  i s  a  r e g i o n  o f  s t a b i l i t y  o f
( 2 . 1 . 1 )  . A lso  t h i s  r e g i o n  w i l l  g e n e r a l l y  be l a r g e r  t h a n  t h a t  p r e d i c t e d  by 
t h e  l o c a l  e x i s t e n c e  th e o re m s .  We em p h as ise  t h a t  i f  a : i s  n o t  i n  su c h  a
r e g i o n  th e n  c o n v e rg e n c e  t o  a  r o o t  i s  u n p r e d i c t a b l e .  We d i s c u s s  t h i s  c a s e  
f u r t h e r  in  C h a p te r  6.
In  C h a p te r s  1 ,  2 and 3 we assume t h a t  i s  c o n ta i n e d  in  a r e g i o n  o f
s t a b i l i t y  and t h a t  t h e  s o l u t i o n  t r a j e c t o r y  o f  ( 2 . 1 . 1 )  c o n v e rg e s  t o  a  z e ro  
x* . I f  t h i s  i s  t h e  c a s e  t h e n ,  by f o l l o w i n g  t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  c l o s e l y  enough , 
we can  g u a r a n t e e  c o n v e rg e n c e  t o  x* . Fo r  t h i s  p u rp o se  s e v e r a l  o f  t h e  
s t a n d a r d  m ethods f o r  s o l v i n g  i n i t i a l  v a lu e  p ro b lem s  may be employed a n d ,  f o r  
s u f f i c i e n t l y  s m a l l  s t e p s ,  c o n v e rg e n c e  t o  x* i s  c e r t a i n .  In  p r a c t i c e  
how ever ,  we would l i k e  t o  t a k e  l a r g e  s t e p s .  F a r  from t h e  z e ro  t h i s  e n t a i l s  
u s in g  a s o p h i s t i c a t e d  s t e p  s i z e  e s t i m a t o r  w hich w i l l  a d a p t  t h e  s t e p  
a c c o r d in g  t o  t h e  f u n c t i o n  b e h a v io u r  and c hoose  i t  t o  be a s  l a r g e  a s  p o s s i b l e
consistent with sufficient accuracy. Obviously the lower the accuracy the 
less work will be involved but the higher the probability of leaving the 
correct trajectory and diverging or finding the wrong solution.
Close to the solution, however, we can make use of the special 
characteristics of the problem to give rapid final convergence, using 
methods which are also suitable for following the trajectory far from the 
solution. In this and the following chapter we consider single and multistep 
methods, traditionally used for the standard initial value problem, which are 
adapted to give rapid convergence close to the zero x* .
2.3. General Theory
In this section we give some general results on iterative processes of 
the form
(2.3.1) ~ , i - 0,1,... ,
Yl Ylwhere G : D x c: R * R -> R , and in the following sections we apply
these results to particular iterations. We use the results of Ostrowski 
[58] and Ortega and Rockoff [54] on processes of the form x^+ _^ = >
G : D c Rn Rn , and generalise the existing theory to include the extra 
variable. We quote the following definitions which can be found in [53], 
except that here suitable modification has been made to allow for the slight
generalisation.
Let C(1,x*) denote the set of all sequences generated by an iterative 
process I with limit point x* . Let \x]<\ c: ^  anY sequence that 




limsup \\xh~x*\\^^ , if p = 1 ,
- R lx. } = •P k1 . ,
limsup ^
k
9 if p > 1 .
The R-convergence factor of I at a;* is defined by
R = sup{i? {arfe} | 6 5(1,**)}
and the quantity
0R(I,**) - •
is called the R-order of I at x* . We say that the convergence of I 
at x* is superlinear if R (I,x*) = 0 and linear if 0 < 5^(1,**) < 1 .
the iterative process (2.3.1) if there exists an open neighbourhood S of 
x* and a set I , called the h-domain of I , such that S cz D , I c
and converges to x* . Also we say that x* is a fixed point of the
iteration (2.3.1) if x* = G(x*,h) for all h € D« .
h
Finally, we say that G(x,h) is uniformly differentiable with respect 
to x at z € D on I c if, for each M l ,  G(x,h) is Frechet
differentiable with respect to x at z and if, for any e > 0 , there 
exists a 6 > 0 , independent of h , such that 5(2,6) c D and
for all x € 5(2,6) and for all h £ I .
We can now give conditions on G(x,h) which are sufficient for x* to 
be a point of attraction of (2.3.1). In this chapter and the next, if A 
is a square matrix, q(d) will denote the spectral radius of A .
THEOREM 2.3.1. Suppose that G : D x c  Rn x r -* Rn has a fixed
and for any x^ £ S and any {/k } c= d the sequence \x \^ remains in D
\\G(x ,h)-G(z 9h)-d G(z ,h)(x-z)\\ < e||*-2|
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point x* € Int(Z?) . Let' I c l  be such that q(3 G(x* 9h)) S a < 1 forCL n
all h £ 1^ and suppose that G(x ,h) is uniformly differentiable with
respect to x at x* on I . Then3 if I i s  non empty3 x* is a point
of attraction of iteration (2.3.1) with h-domain I .
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that given for the Generalised 
Ostrowski Theorem in [53] and so is omitted. □
Theorem 2.3.1 is rather more general than we require and so we present 
a corollary which is more suitable for our purposes.
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Suppose G : D x c  Rn x r  -y pn has a fixed point
x* 6 Int(Z?) . Suppose also that % G(x9h) and d^G(x,h) are Lipschitz
continuous on S x I where S is an open convex neighbourhood of x* and
I is an interval such that rif3 G(x*,h)) 5 a < 1 for all h € I . If a K x J a
I' is nonempty then x* is a point of attraction of iteration (2.3.1) with
h-domain I
Proof. It follows from the Lipschitz continuity of 3 G(x,h) and 
3yGixJa) and from [53, Theorem 3.2.5] that, for all ix,h) ( 5 x , there 
exists a constant K such that
||G(a;,h)-G(x* 9h)- d^Gix*,h)(x-x*)\\ < X||x-x*|
This result is immediate if we assume that
= INI t I ot I ,
however the result follows anyway if we use the equivalence of norms. Now,
given e > 0 , if K6 < e then, for all h € I ,a
\\Gix ,h)-Gix* ,h)-d^G(x* 9h) (x-x*) | < e||:c-a:*|
for all x € Six*,6) . Thus G(x,h) is uniformly differentiable with
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respect to x at x* on. . The result now follows from Theorem 2.3.1. □
Corollary'2.3.1 gives sufficient conditions for local convergence of 
the iterative process (2.3.1) but gives no information on the rate of 
convergence. For this we require conditions on [h^ \ . We begin by
deriving a result on the assumption that lim h. exists.
TH EOREM 2.3.2. Suppose G : D x c  Rn x r  -> pn has a fixed point
x* e Int(£>) 9 and that d^Gix,h) and d^Gix,h) are Lipsohitz continuous
in a neighbourhood of ix* ,h*) , where lim h . = h* E Int [D-^ ] . If
i-x»
a = r\ [d^G(x* ,h*) J < 1 then x* is a point of attraction of the iterative
process T given by (2.3.1). Moreover
i? (I ,x*) - a
and if a > 0 then O^il ,x*) = 1 .
Proof. Define uix,h) by
(2.3.2) Gix,h) = G(x* ,h) + d^G(x* ,h)ix-x*) + uix,h) .
Then, as in the proof of Corollary 2.3.1, there exist positive constants 
K , 6 and 6^ such that
(2.3.3) \\uix,h)\\ 5
for all x E Six*,6) , h E (/z*-62 , say. Furthermore, from the
Lipschitz continuity of d^Gix,h) , with Dih) defined by
(2.3.4) D(h) = 9 Gix*,h) - 3 Gix*,h*) ,
there is a constant > 0 such that
(2.3.5) \\D(.h)\\ S K2 \h-h*\ 
for all /z E J2 .
Now
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G(x,7z) - x* - G(x*9h) + 9 G(x* 9h)(x-x*) + w(x,/z) - x*
and so
(2.3.6) G(x9h) - x* = D(h)(x-x*) + 9 G(x*9h*)(x-x*) + u(x,h) .cc
YlFor arbitrary e  >  0 there exists a norm on R such that ||9 G(a:*,7z*)|| <  a +  £  
[53, Theorem 2.2.8] and in this norm, if 6 satisfies < £ it follows
from (2.3.6) that, for any h € »
\\G(x,h)-x*\\ 5 (#21 h-h* | +a+2e) ||x-x*||
for all x € S(x*,6) . Also since {/r.} converges to A* , there is an 
-7 such that 1 /z. -h* I 5 £ for all i > . If £ is chosen so that
e/#2 < 2^ » then /k  6 J2 for all i > , and if x^. € £(x*,6) , it
follows that
lkt+r**H  ^(a+3e) Ux^ -x^ ll .
Since a < 1 and £ may be chosen so that a + 3e < 1 , it follows from 
[53, Theorem 10.1.2] that i?^ (I,x*) < a . If a = 0 this completes the
proof.
From (2.3.6) we also have, for all (x9h) € jS(x *,6) x s
||£(x,?2)-6(x* ,h*)-d G(x* ,h*)(x-x*)\\ = \\D(h)(x-x*)+u(x9h)\\ cc
5 (^ 2 1 h-h* I +£.J|x-x*||) ||x-x*|| .
Now if < £/2 and e/2 5 we have
(2.3.7) \\G(x9h)-G(x* ,h*)-d^ G(x* ,h*)(x-x*) | < e|x -x *||
for all x € <S(x*,6) and for all h € • The remainder of the proof is
almost identical to the proof of the Linear Convergence Theorem given in 
[53] with (2.3.7) replacing equation (10.1.7) in [53] and 9^ G(x*,h*)
replacing G f(x*) . □
To complete the theoretical background we consider the possibility of
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faster convergence in the, case when r\[d^ G(x* ^h*)] = 0 . For this case we 
require further knowledge of the sequence \Pj\ •
THEOREM 2.3.3. Suppose G : D x c: Rn x r -* Rn satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 2.3.2 and that r i , 7 z * ) )  = 0 . Then (x*,h*) is
a point of attraction of the iterative process I given by (2.3.1) and 
R (I,x*) = 0 . If3 in addition, {hconverges to h* with R-order
r > 1 then 0^(1 ,x*) > min( 2 where k is the unique integer such
that 3 = 0 and 3 £(o;*,/z*)k ^ ^ 0 .x 5 x 9
Proof. Theorem 2.3.2 shows that x* is a point of attraction of I 
and that i? (I,o;*) = 0 so we may assume that {o n} converges to 0;* .
Let A - 3^ £(o;*,/2*) . Then q(/l) = 0 and there is an integer k < n
1 1csuch that A  ^0 and A = 0 . With the definition of u(x,h) and 
D(h) given in (2.3.2) and (2.3.4), let D  ^= T>{hP\ and u  ^= u[x^,h^) .
Then, if we write e^  = x^ - x* it follows from (2.3.6) that
1+1 D .e. +
and, by induction, for j > 0 ,
(2.3.8) e. = Ap e - . + D. .e. .+ ...+ j4Z). 0e . 0 + D. e.^ t-2 ^-2 ^-l ^-l
,j-l+ A w . .+ ...+ 0 + 12. , .t-j t-2 ^-l
Since {x \^ and {^} converge to 0;* and /z* respectively, it follows
2from (2.3.3) and (2.3.5) that, for all sufficiently large i , \\ud\ < K^e .
and ||z? I < 5 w^ere = |?k -7z*| . Since A - 0 , it now follows
from (2.3.8), with j = k , that
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K'l S Kl [ ^ ei-/ + + 21'2 + l|ei-l112.
where y = ||A|| .
+ ♦ . . .  + Y ll«<_2l|ei_2 + ll« i _1l|ei _ i
Since \xj] converges to x* , it follows that there exists an £^ > 0
and constants B , B^  such that, for each £ > £ ,
Ikjll 5 B i ^ e i-k^ + B2^ei-k^£i-k’
Replacing £ by k£ and writing ou = ^ 1 lle^ll and = ^ 2 ^ k i  we ^ave
(2.3.9) 2a. < a . , + a .  , $. , , ^ ^-l ^-l ^-l
for all sufficiently large £ .
We now require the result that, if 1 < p < min(2,r^) , then there
exists a constant c > 0 and a j > 0 such that
(2.3.10)
£„ -ep a. 5 e r
for all £ > j . To prove this, suppose that s satisfies
p < s < min(2,r^) 
k
r ,




for all £ sufficiently large. Let c be some constant, yet to be 
determined, then because p < s , it follows that, for £ sufficiently
large,
(2.3.12) -s ^ -op e < e r
Also, since {ou} converges to zero and p < 2 ,
(2.3.13) a. 5 e-1112^ 2-?)
for all sufficiently large £ . Let j be such that (2.3.11), (2.3.12) and
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(2.3.13) are all satisfied for all £ > j and suppose that ou 5 e -ep for
some
• • •
£ > j . Then, from (2.3.9), - e ^  + e S e and, from
_2 i _ £+1
(2.3.12), a. _ < 2e . We wish to deduce that a. , < e’ ^+l ^+l and
-2e  ^ -c ^+1this will be so if 2e < e . Some simple algebra shows this to
be the case if
(2.3.14) a >






for then (2.3.14) is satisfied for each £ > j . Now, by choice of c ,
J
a . < e J and we have shown that, assuming (2.3.10) for some £ > g , then
(2.3.10) follows with £ replaced by £ + 1 . So, by induction, (2.3.10) 
is true for all £ > j as we required.
It now follows from (2.3.10) that the P-order of the sequence {ol.}
is at least p . Since ou = ||e^ || and p is arbitrarily close to
min(2,r^) , it follows that 0 (I ,#*) > m i n ^ ^ ^ p j  .
2.4. Runge-Kutta Methods
Consider the general class of explicit Runge-Kutta methods for solving 
the differential equation
(2.4.1) x(t) = q(x) , x(0) = ,
given by
v
(2.4.2a) x , - x + h Y a.k.[x ,7z 1 , m - 0,1,... , m+1 m m .%^=l
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where x is an approximation to x[h. + + ... + hm ^ 0 1  m-1
1 J=1
and is the step length. A discussion of stability for this method is
usually based upon consideration of the linear differential equation
(2.4.3) x(t) = Ax , jc(0) = xQ ,
where A is a fixed matrix whose eigenvalues have negative real part. The 
true solution of (2.4.3) is
x[t+h^ ] = exp (h A]x(t)
whereas the solution given by (2.4.2) is
where p(z) is a polynomial of degree r whose coefficients depend upon 
choice of the a's and ß's in (2.4.2). The usual practice is to choose 
these parameters so that p(z) is a good approximation to exp(s) . We 
note that, since the true solution of (2.4.3) is decreasing, a requirement 
on the step length h is that the condition
be satisfied so that the iterates in (2.4.4) also decrease. However, in the 
nonlinear case, (2.4.5) is of little practical use in controlling the 
stepsize.
In this section we consider (2.4.2) not only as a means of approximating 
the solution of (2.1.1) but also as a one-step method for finding a zero of 
f . For the former the theory is well known [34] and for the latter we use 
the results of section 2.3. In this case we have
(2.4.4)
m
(2.4.5) m - 0,1,..




(2.4.6) G(x,h) = x + h X  ot.k.(x,h)
i=1 'Z' 'l
and k^ ix^ h) is given in (2.4.2b) for i - l,...,r . We apply this process 
to the case when qix) is given by
(2.4.7) qix) = -Jix) f^(x) .
Then, if J represents the unit matrix,
r
3 G(x9h) = I + h Y a.d k.ix,h) . x .w, ^ x ^^=l
If x* is a zero of fix) then x* is a fixed point of (2.4.2) and also, 
from (2.4.7), we have
q’ix*) = -I ,
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x . It then 
follows by some simple algebra that
(2.4.8) 3^ G(x*,h) = p(-h)I
where piz) is the same polynomial as appeared in (2.4.4). Rather than 
proving this result here, for the sake of continuity we present it in the 
appendix to this chapter as Theorem 2.4.1. It now follows from Corollary 
2.3.1 that a sufficient condition for x* to be a point of attraction of 
(2.4.2) is that, for some a < 1 ,
(2.4.9) n(p(-kjh = 2 a , m =  1,2,... ,
which, unlike (2.4.5), provides an explicit bound on each for ultimate
convergence to x* . We note that the region of the complex plane defined 
by
Ip i z )I < 1
is called the region of absolute stability of the method (see Gear [29]) and 
so the condition for convergence to x* is that, for each m , -h lies
in this region. It also follows from Theorem 2.3.2 that, if lim h . = h* ,
the iterative process can. give superlinear convergence to x* only if h* 
satisfies
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(2.4.10) * pi-h*) = 0 .
Therefore, when fix) is three times continuously differentiable it follows 
from Theorem 2.3.3 that if j/j } converges to h* with R-order > 2 , then
the iterative process (2.4.2) has i?-order at least 2 .
In the application of (2.4.2) it is of benefit to choose the parameters 
so that the resulting method will follow the solution of (2.1.1) well enough 
to inhibit divergence but will also provide a fast rate of final convergence 
to x* . This means choosing a method which allows h* to be chosen so 
that (2.4.10) is satisfied. We note here that for the well-known 4th-order 
Runge-Kutta process piz) is defined by
2 3 4
p(z) = 1 + 2+ §r+fr + fr
and pi-z) has no real root. Thus no choice of h* can furnish superlinear 
convergence. Also Heun's predictor-corrector method [34] may be written
q [x ) +q [x +h q [x 11 mJ  ^k m rrr K mJ
This is of the class (2.4.2) and has piz) defined by
2
piz) = 1 + z + ~  .
This is simply a Runge-Kutta method of order 2 and again pi-z) has no
real root, so no choice of h* can give superlinear convergence to x* .
In attempting to solve (2.1.1), Boggs [9] used this method as an explicit 
approximation to the trapezoidal rule.
We note that for these two methods we can use Theorem 2.3.2 to show
that
t Note that "order" is a term related to the accuracy of single and multi- 
step methods in following the trajectory xit) (see [34] and the definition 
of //-order in section 4.2), while the term "//-order" is related to the 
speed of convergence of a sequence to its limit (see section 3.2 and [53]).
(2.4.11) x -i — x + —- m+1 m 2
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O ß ( I , x * )  = 1
and
= \p(.-h*)\ .
So assuming (2.4.9) is satisfied, convergence is at best linear and the
(2.4.9), then the method will not generally converge.
Boggs [9] in his paper suggested there is a difficulty of stiffness 
involved in integrating (2.1.1). Stiffness is a problem which occurs when 
solving the differential equation
when q'(x) has eigenvalues with widely separated negative real parts.
Their numerical solution requires the generation of special methods which 
are ^-stable [18] or at least stiffly stable (see [29] for a full 
description of these concepts). One characteristic of an unsuitable method 
applied to a stiff system of differential equations is for the iterates to 
oscillate about the true solution and possibly diverge. In our problem, 
however, q ’(x*) = -I and so, close to x* at least, (2.1.1) is most 
certainly not a stiff system. The symptoms of instability which Boggs 
ascribes to stiffness appear identical to the behaviour observed if the 
sequence {?2^ } contravenes (2.4.9). If we attempt to solve the differential
equation (2.1.1), the standard methods tend to allow {h^ } to increase as the
zero is approached, since the rate of change in direction of the solution 
trajectory is decreasing. If this happens then oscillation and divergence 
of the sequence {ar.} maY occur if hm becomes too large, as would be the
case, for example, when using Newton’s method with a steplength greater than 
2 . When the step is suitably controlled no problems of instability occur
fastest convergence is achieved by choosing h* to minimise
For Heun’s method this is h* = 1.0 when i?^ (I,a:*) = % and then 
convergence to x* is rather slow. If the sequence {h } does not satisfy
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and, indeed, as long as h satisfies (2.4.9) for each m , close to the0 m
zero the problem is extremely stable, simply because any zero of f is an 
asymptotically stable node of the autonomous differential equation (2.1.1) 
[45].
The foregoing theory shows that any method giving a polynomial p(z) 
such that p(-h) has a positive real root will be effective for producing 
rapid final convergence if {/z^ } is suitably chosen. For example, we
consider briefly Runge-Kutta methods of orders one, three and five.
The simplest first-order method is Euler’s method. In this case 
p(z) is given by
p(z) = 1 + z
and, from (2.4.9), we see that x* is a point of attraction with /z-domain
[6,2-6] , for 6 arbitrarily small, i.e. local convergence is guaranteed if
0 < 6 < h 5 2-6 for each m . Also, from (2.4.10) and Theorem 2.3.3, them
R-order of convergence to x* can be > 2  if {/z^ } converges to 1 with
Z?-order at least 2 . This is essentially Newton’s method.
There is a class of third-order Runge-Kutta methods and, for each, 
p(z) is defined by
2 3/ \ z zp{z) - 1 + 2 + —  + —  .
Now Ip(—h )I < 1  if and only if 0 < h < , where h^= 2.5127 ... , and
so, from (2.4.9), each of these third-order methods converges locally to x* 
with /z-domain [6,/z^ -6] , for arbitrarily small 6 . Also, the i?-order of
convergence to x* can be two if {^} converges sufficiently fast to
h - 1.596 ... , where is the only real root of p(-z) .
Finally, there exists a class of six stage fifth-order methods described 
by Lawson [46]. For one which he recommends, p(z) is defined by
In this case \p(-h)\ < 1 if and only if 0 < h < , where
h = 5.6039 ... , and so x * is a point of attraction with ^-domain 
u
[6 ,h -6]] , for 6 arbitrarily small. Again, convergence to x* has
R -order 2 if converges sufficiently fast to h.* - 2.6299 ... ,
where h* is a real root of p(-z) .
The conclusion of this section is that there exist single-step methods
which can follow the solution trajectory of (2.1.1) sufficiently accurately
and which, by suitable control of the step length, can furnish rapid
convergence to x* . In section 2.5 numerical details are given for a third-
order method which adapts the step length until it reaches a maximum of
h = 1.596 ... , after which it is not allowed to increase further.
r
For completeness, we note here that the principles described in this 
chapter can be extended to implicit Runge-Kutta methods and to the 
predictor-corrector methods based on them. As an example we describe Heun’s 
approximation to the trapezium rule with an extra correction, since this 
method was used by Boggs in [9]. Using standard notation (see [9], [29]), 
Heun’s method, given in (2.4.11), can be considered as a predictor- 
corrector method of the form
P : p = x + h q , r m m rrrm
E : q = q[p ) ,
h
C :
xm+lxm ' - f
E : ^m+ 1 Ci 6 ^ + 1  J
With an extra correction, the process becomes
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C : « m 1 = + T  ’
E : Vl = »
h
C :  re . = x + ~  [a +q ,OT+1 m 2 L^ m ^m+lJ
which can be written in the iterative form
(2.4.12a) y , = x + -77 1 m 2
(2.4.12b) a; = a;m+1 m + •—  \q [y ) + q x + -?• {q{u )+q{x +h q[y ))} 2 [j yiJmJ H [ m 2 1 ^ KSJmJ H y m m yjmjJ
Define z^  , m - 0,1,2,..., and 3* by
m _[ i_ -a
Let I denote the iterative process (2.4.12), then I
s _ = G[z ,h ) , m+1 y m
which is of the form (2.3.1). In the case that q(x) 
fix*) = 0 , some simple algebra shows that 3 G(z*,h)
A ,A which satisfy
can be written as
= -J(x) f^(x) and 
has two eigenvalues
A 1  +  X 2  =  f  ^~ h  +  1  =  e ( h )
say. Since 0(h) has no real roots and the minimum value 0(h) is 2/3 , 
it follows that
n(3 G(z*,h)) > 1/3
for all h . Theorem 2.3.2 shows that, like Heun’s method, convergence of 
this process to x* is at best linear and Z?^(I,x*) > 1/3 .
2.5. N u m e r i c a l  Re s u l t s
We begin by making some general comments on the effectiveness of 
solving (2.1.1) as a means of finding a zero of f . Although it has been
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necessary to assume that is in a stability region of a zero x* , for
if this is not'so then convergence is not guaranteed, there are applications 
where the approach will be effective. For example, where the usual methods 
diverge or continually converge to a zero which is known but where the user 
requires to find a different zero, which he knows to exist, and has a 
suitable starting point. However, one should realize that, whilst the number 
of evaluations required to follow the trajectory sufficiently accurately may 
seem reasonable to one used to solving ordinary differential equations, it 
may seem surprisingly large to one used to solving nonlinear equations.
Following the trajectory x(t) is usually a simple matter if h can 
be chosen sufficiently small, but in practice an important part of solving 
(2.1.1) is in the step length control. Far from a zero of f all of the 
usual problems of step control occur and great care is required to maintain 
accuracy. Close to a zero of f this is not the case so long as h is 
controlled in a way which will guarantee convergence, i.e. so long as h
satisfies (2.4.9) for each m . As x* is approached we are less interested 
in accuracy in following the trajectory than in convergence to x* and 
indeed, if we are to achieve fast ultimate convergence to x* , we must 
relax our preoccupation with accurate representation of x(t) which 
converges to x* only linearly (see (2.2.1)). In the examples that follow 
we are interested only in demonstrating ways of achieving faster final 
convergence and so we look only at cases when is fairly close to x* .
In this case the criterion for varying h can be simpler than would be 
necessary in the general case.
The basic technique is based upon the fact that the solution of (2.1.1) 
satisfies
m
/ ( ? ( £ ) )  = e tfixQ) •
Let and Z_£ be given by
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Z . = T -fAA '
Then any point a: , on x(t) , satisfies
ZQf(x) = 0 .
Suppose is our current approximation to a;* , then the solution of
a;(t) = -J(x) ^f(x) , x(0) = x. ,
converges to x* (under the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1) and ||Z^ /h+ |^| 
gives a measure of the deviation of from this trajectory. On this
basis a suitable step change criterion was found to be = min {h* ,cx/k )
where oi is given by
'2 if 0 < 6 5 e1 ,
(2.5.1) a = ■1 if e1 < 6 5 e2 ,
0.5 if E2 " 6 S £3 »
6 = UZ^/h | an<3 is the step size necessary for the fastest convergence
for the method. In addition, the point was rejected and the step
repeated with half the step length if either 6 > or
Det (j ? Det; (<7 C^ q) ) > in which case the iterates had crossed a region
of singularity of the Jacobian.
Various methods were tested on a variety of problems and the results 
of some of these tests are tabulated below. As an example of a method with 
rapid final convergence we chose a third-order Runge-Kutta method (RK3) for 
which h* - = 1.596... . For comparison we tried Heun's method (HEUN)
which was used by Boggs and is given in (2.4.11), for which h* = 1.0 .
Since we are advocating the use of (1.7) as opposed to (1.6), we also 
looked at a third-order Runge-Kutta method (K3) for solving equation (1.6) 
to find an estimate of the solution at t - 1 . In this method a major
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iteration consists of integrating
(2.5.2) , x(t) - -J(x) 1/(yr.) , x(0) = Ji ’
giving a sequence {y . .} , J - 1 ,  such that y. . is ant , j t t, j
J-l
approximation to .) , where . = £  /r. ^ and ^ = 1 . Then
/c=l "£•
~ yi N . ~ ^i+1 i * ^  is proved by Kleinmichel [41] and Bittner [7]
that, under general conditions, if the method uses step size h* = 1 then 
the sequence \x \^ converges to x* with i?-order 4 . Despite this high
rate of convergence, the greater demand on accuracy required in following 
the solution trajectory of (2.5.2) when x  ^ is not close to x* causes the
algorithm to be less effective than those described in this chapter.
For a fair comparison of methods we used a similar step control to that 
described above. Since the solution of
x(t) = -J(x)~1f[yi'.) , x(0) = y ^  ,
does not generally converge to x* and may, in practice, cross a region of 
singularity of J(x) , it is necessary that each y^. be close to the
solution trajectory of (2.5.2). In this case, therefore, the most suitable
criterion is that h. . = min[ah. . ,1-t. . ) where a is given byt,J+l tsjtl
(2.5.1) and 6 = \\Z^ f[y^  j+q) I • Also we took
h . = min(l,2 max [h. ,/z. )) . The conditions for rejecting a step
5 JL Is 5 IV ^  Is $ I V ^  i
were the same as before.
In each algorithm = 0*5 , = 0*25 and £^ = 0.05 were found to
be suitable and the initial step, in each case, was taken as h*/8 . Each 
algorithm was applied to a variety of functions and the following eight 
problems gave results which were typical. In each case the solution given 




1. A function found in Boggs [9];
7TCOS —  X2 »
with initial guess x = (1,0) . The correct solution is x* = (0,1) .
2. Problem 1 with initial guess (-1,-1) . The correct solution is 
(0,1) and the solution trajectory passes close to a region where J(x) is 
singular.
3. A function found in Broyden [15];
with initial guess (-1.2,1.0) . The correct solution is (1,1) and this 
problem can be considered fairly difficult since the solution trajectory is 
always close to the region where J(x) is singular (see [11]).
5. A function found in Branin [11];
sin (x^Xy) - £2/(4tt) - x ±/2 ,
2x
f 2 - (i-1/(4tt)) (e 1-e) + ea^/ir - 2ex± ,
with initial guess (.6,3.) . The correct solution is ( % , tt) .
4. The gradient of Rosenbrock's function;
= 400 xx + 2(x1-l) ,
f  - 2 sin (2ttx /5) sin (2tt:c3/5) - x 2 , 
f 2 - 2.5 - + 0.1 i2 sin(27T^3) - ,
/3 = 1 + 0.1 x 2 sin(2TTo:1) - x 3 ,
with initial guess (0,0,0) . The correct solution is (1.5,1.809 ...,1.0) . 





cot 3 .^ J i = 1,. . . ,6 ,
where 100 ß. = 2.249,2.166,2.083, 2.0, 1.918, 1.835 , for
respectively. With initial guess = 75.0 , £ = 1,...,6
solution is approximately (121.9, 114.2, 93.6, 62.3, 41.3, 





3yy + y = o
with boundary conditions y(0) = 0 , y(l) = 20 , gives rise to the equations 
f1 ~ 3aj1 (ar2-2a;:L) + a;2/4 ,
h = 3xiK+r2^£+*£J + /4 5 1 = »
3x f 2 0—2rc +x , nK n n-1) + (20-a: -J v n-1
3/4The true solution of the boundary value problem is y = 20t" . As initial
guess we chose = 10 , £ = l,...,n and set n = 10 .
8. Same as problem 7 with n = 20 .
Both of these problems have solution trajectories which pass close to a 
region of singularity.
Table 2.1 gives results on the effort required by the methods to reduce
each component of f to less than 10 • . For each method the first line
gives the number of Jacobian evaluations, the second gives the number of 
function evaluations and the third the number of equivalent function 
evaluations counting a Jacobian evaluation as n function evaluations, 
except for problems 7 and 8 where the Jacobian is tridiagonal and its 
evaluation is counted as being equivalent to 3 function evaluations. Note 
that, because of the way steps were either accepted or rejected, the number 
of Jacobian and function evaluations are not necessarily the same.
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ALGORITHM
TABLE 2 . 1
PROBLEM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
21 29 18 110 28 24 69 69
RK3 22 31 19 114 29 25 73 73
64 89 55 334 113 169 280 280
18 39 15 26 29
K3 7 13 6 J» 10 11 A
43 91 36 88 185
44 52 38 109 46 44 86 88
HEUN 45 53 39 119 47 45 89 91
133 157 115 337 185 309 347 355
h reduced to minimum allowed, viz. 2 ~13h * .
** - terminated after 200 function evaluations.
We can draw a number of conclusions from the numerical results. The 
first is that the HEUN algorithm, which has only linear convergence to ,
requires significantly more evaluations than the other methods. This is as 
we would expect. Because of the high rate of ultimate convergence, the K3 
algorithm is generally superior when the problem is simple, i.e. when the 
solution trajectory is smooth and does not approach close to regions where 
the Jacobian is singular. However, where this is not the case RK3 appears 
more efficient and in particular we note that it is more reliable in that it 
always succeeded in finding the desired solution in a reasonable time. The 
need for the K3 method to always follow the same trajectory led to the 
greater number of function evaluations in these cases.
We note here that any comparison of routines is necessarily a comparison 
also of the step change criteria and that the criteria chosen were not 
necessarily the best for each routine. However we have deliberately adopted 
simple criteria for changing stepsize in the hope of demonstrating that the 
methods which use (1.7) are more robust than those which use (1.6).
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. APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 2
We now prove the result quoted in section 2.4. We assume the notation 
of that section and that fix) is sufficiently differentiable.
THEOREM 2.4.1. The iterate j> given by (2.4.2) applied to the
function qix) - Ax 3 where A is a fixed matrix3 satisfies
x  ^- p[h A]x , m+1 r K m J m
where piz) is a polynomial of degree r .
In addition3 if Gix,h) is given by (2.4.6) and (2.4.2b)., with the
choice qix) = -Jix) f^ix) 3 3^ Gix*,h) is given by
3JGix* 3h) = pi-h)I .
Proof. Define the polynomials p^(s) , i - 1 , . .  . ,r by 
(A2.1) p iz) = 1 ,
(A2.2)
i-1
pdz) = 1 + 2 T 3^.p.(z) , i = 2,3,...,r , 
J-l
where the 3- . are as in (2.4.2b). Also define piz) by 
I 'd
(A2.3) piz) = 1 + z £  a .p .iz)
• 'Is 1s^=l
where the or. are as in (2.4.2a). We now show that, with qix) = , the
k^ ix 3h) given in (2.4.2b) satisfy 
(A2.4)
3 - 1,2,. . . ,r . Certainly k^ix3h) = Ap (7l4);c , since k^ix9h) = qix) and
k .(x,h) - Ap .(hA)x , 
J
p^(2 ) = 1 . Now suppose that (A2.4) is true for j = 1,...,£-1 . Then,
from (2.4.2b) and the definition of qix) , we have
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k^ ( x , h )  - A
= A
i-1
a: + h Y 3. Tip .(AA)x
A  «  ■?
i-1
J  + AA 7  3. .p .(^A) a? »
/=1 « J
and from (A2.2), this gives
A^ (x,A) = ApA.hA)x .
By induction, (A2.4) is true for j = . Now, from (2.4.2a),
x = x + h y  CL.Ap.[h m+1 m m .-t t v m J m t=l
J + A A y a .p. (A a) m .-t ^cr^ K m J ^=l
= pfA Ala: ,^ K m J m
from (A2.3). Also it is trivial to show that p( z ) is a polynomial of 
degree r . This completes the first part of the proof.




3 G(Xyh) = I  + A J a.3 A.(x,A) .
^=l
i-i
d^k^ix^h)  = q '  x  + h Y  $ ^ J <Xx 9h)
j=l J
i - 1
I  + A y 3 . .3 k X x 9h) 
fl *3 3
Now k^( x* , h)  = q(x*)  - 0 and suppose that kAx*,A) = 0 , Z- = 1,
Then from (2.4.2b), A.(x^,A) = q(x*)  - 0 and so, by induction,
3




3 ; ki {x*Ji ) = <7'(a:*) I + A y Z ^ k X x . h )  .
We now show that
(A2.7) d^ k^ ( x*,A) = -p ( - h ) I i = 1,...,r .
we
1 .
First, d k (x*,h) = q r(x?) . Also q ’(x*) = -J and from (A2.1),
9 k (x*,h) = -p.(-h)I . Suppose that 9 k X x *  ,h) = -p .(-h)I , a; 1 rl x j rj
j = l,...,i-l . Then, from (A2.6),
9 k.(x*,h) = - x t
i-i >|
1 - h 1  3 . .p .(-/z) l j=1 U  J J
and, from (A2.2),
9 k.(x*,h) = -p.(-h)I . xv v
So, by induction, (A2.7) follows. Finally, from (A2.5),
9 G(x*>h) = x 1 - h £  a.p X-h)• -| 'Is 'Z'V=1
I
and from (A2.3) we have




CONTINUATION WITH MULTISTEP METHODS
3.1. Introduction
In Chapter 2 we considered the application of standard single-step 
methods to solving (2.1.1) and in this chapter we develop the corresponding 
theory for multistep methods. The local convergence theory for multistep 
methods, which is essentially a generalisation of the single-step theory of 
Ostrowski [58], has been considered in detail by Voigt [71]. In section 3.2 
we quote Voigt's main result and apply it to multistep methods which are 
also suitable for solving (2.1.1). In this way we develop multistep 
methods which can follow the solution of (2.1.1) accurately and also converge 
rapidly to x * . In section 3.3 we restrict attention to explicit multistep 
methods and prove a result on the order of accuracy attainable by these 
rapidly convergent methods. Also we derive a lower bound on the Z?-order 
of convergence of the methods when considered as iterative schemes for 
finding x * . An important feature of any method for solving (2.1.1) is that 
the step size be adaptive. In section 3.4 we consider the possibility of 
variable step methods, based upon the fixed step methods derived, and 
indicate that they are unstable. However we suggest variable formula and 
variable step methods based upon a combination of the Adams-Bashforth and 
the derived methods. That the resulting methods are stable follows from the 
theory developed by Gear and Tu [30] and Gear and Watanabe [31]. Finally, 
in section 3.5, we give numerical results on the efficiency of some of the 
resulting methods and compare them with the methods of Chapter 1.
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3.2. General Theory
In this section we consider the solution of the differential equation
(2.4.1) by means of a linear multistep method of the form
(3.2.1) p(E)x - ho(E)q[x^ ) = 0 ,  m - 0, 1, ... ,
where E is the displacement operator defined by
E^ [v(x)) - v(x+kh) 
and p(A) and a(X) are polynomials given by
r




(3.2.3) atx) = y .
3=03
The process (3.2.1) can be considered as a (possibly implicit) multistep 
method of the form
(3.2.4) G[x ,...9x 1 = 0 ,  m = 0,1,... ^m+r 9 mJ
and we can use the following theorem, due to Voigt [71], to give conditions 
on the method which will guarantee local convergence to a zero of f when 
q(x) is given by (2.4.7). In the following, d^G(x^,. . . ,x^ denotes the
Frechet partial derivative of G with respect to x\ .
THEOREM 3.2.1. Suppose that G : D27+1 c  (ü’n )r,+1 -> Rn is continuously 
differentiable on an open neighbourhood c  Dr + 1 . Assume that there is
an x* € D such that G(x*,... ,x*) = 0 , 9^G(a;*,. .. ,x*) is nonsingular 
and q = q( W) < 1 , where W is given by
(3.2.5) W =








(3.2.6) W\ - -yd^ Gix*,. . . 9x*) 19 JS(x*,... ,x*) , i - 2 ,... ,r+l .
Then there is an open neighbourhood S of x* such that the sequence {x 
defined by the iterative process I given by (3.2.4) is well defined for 
any (a; ,x ,. .. 9xp ( /  and converges to x* with
R±(l,x*) = n .
Proof. See Voigt [71]. □
In our application, from (3.2.1) - (3.2.3), we have
(3.2.7) G{yv ...,yr+1) = ~
where qk = q[y^ \ .
The first condition that Theorem 3.2.1 imposes is that
(3.2.8) G(x*,...,x*) = 0
which, since q(x*) = 0 , gives
(3.2.9) y a . = 0 
3--0 0
and this, in the usual notation, can be expressed as 
(3.2.10) p(l) = 0 .
Also
i^^ [y l’ * ■ ‘ ’^ r+l^ ar - i + ^ r - i + 1^  ^i)
and since q'(x*) - -I , it follows that
a^G(x*,. . . ,x*) = (ap_^+1+/z^ p_^+1)1 »
For application of Theorem 3.2.1 we require that
i = 1,__,r+l
i = 1,...,r+l .
9^ <7(a;J* ,. . . ,a:*) be non-
singular, i.e. that
(3.2.11) + h$r * 0
and subsequently we assume this to be the case. In section 3.3 we assume 
(3.2.1) to be an explicit method, in which case £ 0 and 3^ = 0 , so
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(3.2.11) is automatically-satisfied. 
Define
(3.2.12)
a . _+7zß . ,r-z+ 1 r-t.+l
a +/zß r r
z - 2,...,r+l ,
(3.2.13) fvF. = - y  , t = 2,. . . ,r+l .
To guarantee that the sequence {xy\ generated by (3.2.4) converges to
x* , we look at q(&0 with W given by (3.2.5) and (3.2.6). Now an 
eigenvalue X of W satisfies
[wn ... w n u i;.2 3 r+1 2 2
ooH
U3 y3
0 I ... 0
• • = X •
0 . ... I 0 V Vr+1 r+1
where T T T
and
(3.2.14)
is an eigenvector. From this, it follows that 
r+1Z  wav a ~
<7=2
v . = Xv . . ,<7 <7+1
<7 J
3 ~ 2,. ..,r .
r +1 — 7From (3.2.14) we have V. = X V n , .7 = 2,.. . ,r and soj r+1
r+1
£  v.xr+1 J 
V=2 ^
,ru = X y r+1 r+1
Using (3.2.13), we now have
r+1xp + 7  e .x
J=2 J
r+1-3 0 .
Replacing each £ . using (3.2.12) gives immediately that X is an eigen­
value of W- if and only if X satisfies
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(3.2.15) , p(X) + Aa(A) = 0 .
Thus, from Theorem 3.2.1, a sufficient condition for local convergence to 
x* is that each root of (3.2.15) is less than 1 in magnitude. As in 
(2.4.9), this gives an explicit bound on A to ensure ultimate convergence. 
So this condition corresponds to (2.4.9) in the single-step case. The 
corresponding region of absolute stability of a multistep method is that 
part of the Complex plane for which the roots of
p(A) -  zo(\) = 0
are less than one in magnitude. Therefore, once again, the condition for 
local convergence to x* is that -A lies in the region of absolute 
stability.
We now consider the possibility of superlinear convergence of the 
sequence [xf<] to * Theorem 3.2.1 shows that this is possible only if
n W  = o ,
i.e. if all the roots of (3.2.15) are zero. This is equivalent to the 
condition
p(A) + Aa(A) = y\r
for some y f 0 . From (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) this is equivalent to
a + A3 = y ,
and
a . + A3 . = 0 , 
0 0
j = 0,... ,r-1 .
We have therefore proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2.2. For superlinear convergence of a linear multistep 
method applied to (2.1.1)., the general iterative process
r r
Y  a .x . + A y  3 -J(x .] fix . 1 = 0
/= 0  3 m + J  J = 0 3
must be of the form
-1Jo V W  ' a/^m+j)"Vpm+i) + hfirJ{xmJ - xf{xm+r) =  0 »
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where
T a . = 0
J=0 0 ■
and
a + 7z$ # 0 .r r
In the explicit case, when ß^ = 0 , this can be considered as a 
weighted Newton method where, at each step, xr+m is taken to be a weighted 
sum of Newton steps, i.e.
r-1
x = y S. 
r+m 3X . -j[x . 1 fa:. 1j +m K j +mJ v j +m7
r-1
where a . = -a ./a and 2. ot. = 1 .
3  3? J=0
3.3. Explicit Methods
Since an implicit method requires, at each iteration, the solution of a 
system of nonlinear equations and since finding such a solution is our 
original problem, we regard implicit methods as inappropriate and do not 
consider them further. In this section we consider explicit multistep 
methods for solving (2.1.1) which have satisfactory stability and order 
properties. The results of the previous section show that, given h , any
method for which p(X) satisfies (3.2.10) and
(3.3.1) p(A) = -hQa(A) ,
(where a(A) is a polynomial of degree - 1 ), is explicit and gives 
local superlinear convergence to x* when h = h^ . Consider now the
order, in the sense of Henrici [34], attainable by this method.
THEOREM 3.3.1. Given any h i n  (3.3.1), there exists a unique
;polynomial o(\) of degree r - l  such that the resulting method has order
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r - 1 . For any r there exists at most r values of hQ such that the 
method has order r .
Proof. The proof is an application of Lemma 5.3 of Henrici [34] which 
states that a method has exact order p if and only if the function
<KC) = pU)logC - a(0
has a zero of exact order p at £ = 1 . In this case, from (3.3.1), (J)(£)
is given by
( > = £(C1_ C-£(O. 
logC
Thus, a method defined by (3.3.1) has order p if and only if there exists 
a function i|; (£) such that iJj^ (I) ^ 0 and
_ L  = (z-i)Pilj (5) .logC
Letting 1 + y = £ this is equivalent to the existence of a function 4>^ (y) 
such that 1^ ( 0 ) f 0 and
p(l+Y) = log(1+y)L^ 0+log(l+y)_ (l+y)2’+yPi|j2(y)
i . e .
, > = (l+r rlog(l+Y). + YPlog(H-Y) ( )
P ^ hQ+log(l+y) /z0+log(l+y)
Expanding both terms on the right hand side in powers of y , the condition 
that the method has order p is that there exist constants , such
that t 0 and
a ±  ^(3.3.2) p( 1+y) = — --- y +
where, for each j




is a polynomial of degree
+ . . .
+ TT2y + tt3y 2 + .. .
« 7 - 1  in •
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For p = r - 1 the coefficients tt . , j = 1,2,... , can be chosen so
ü
that tt1 + ar [hQ)/h* = 1 and
a.7+r-l^ o)9 ■ . ■ + n . = 0 , j > 2 ,
W +r-1 0
in which case the right hand side of (3.3.2) represents a polynomial of
. rdegree r with coefficient of y equal to 1 as required. The derived 
method is obviously unique and has order r - 1 .
If p = r , Hq is such that
(3.3.3) = 1 >
and tt . , j > 1 , are chosen to satisfy
a,7 +rfo0)
J+r
+ TT 0 ,
then the method has order r . (3.3.3) can only be the case when h is a
root of the polynomial ~ 5 ^egree r • Thus there
at most r values of h for which a method satisfying (3.3.1) can be of
order r . This completes the proof. □
Next we use Theorem 2.3.3 to give a lower bound on the local 
Z?-convergence rate of methods satisfying (3.2.10) and (3.3.1).
THEOREM 3.3.2. Suppose that q(x) - -J(x) ^f(x) is continuous and 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that q"{x) exists and is hounded in S(x*,6) . 
Then any iterative process I defined by (3.2.1) - (3.2.3),for which p(A) 
satisfies (3.2.10) and (3.3.D^when applied to (2.1.1) converges locally to 
x* and
0R (I,x*) > 21/r
Proof. Rewrite (3.2.1) - (3.2.3) in the explicit form
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and set z, - (on,...,
X - G[x ,. .. 1' m+r v m+r-1
',Xk-r+1^  ’ for k = m+r--1 ,m+r
A
Define G : Z+ c [iff * (i?T
’ * ‘ ‘ *yn) [G[yv ...,ym].ä/x.”
Then z.
l7''' ,c,mJ v w l’' *' ,iymJ ’"I’
= G^zA . Since G is differentiable at x* , G is’k+1 " ^ kJ
A
differentiable at z* and G’(z*) - W , where W is given by (3.2.5). 
However, it follows from (3.3.1) that in (3.2.13), Jvh = 0 , i - 2,...,r+l ,
and so r)(G,(2 *)) = 0 . Also, from the form of (3.2.5), G'iz*)1" = 0 and
G'(z*)r~l t 0 .
A
G{z) therefore satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.3.3, z* is a 
point of attraction of the iteration = G(z )^ , and
V h ’ 2*) -  21/r
Now there exists a norm such that ||ar.-a;*|| 5 ||s^ .-3^ || for each f (see
[71]) and so 0^ (1 ,x*) > ,^z*) > 21//p . This completes the proof. □
We can now look at methods suggested by Theorem 3.3.1 for various 
values of r . The relevant polynomials are
h-y2 a 0'1(3.3.4a) p(A) = X ---f—  X - , for r - 2 ,
(3.3.4b) p(X) = X - 6V 5V 2 x2 + 3W 2 \ - 2V 3V 2
for r = 3 ,
and
(3.3.4c) p(X) = X -
f 3 2 3 2 112/z -13/z +9/z -3 12/z^ -19/zn+16/z -60 0 0 . 3L X + - 0 0 0
2 K
4/z^ -7/z^ +7/z -3
f \
6h3-llhl+12h-60 0 0 i— + t_ 0 0 0 , for r = 4 ,
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and similar formulae, of increasing complexity, can be derived for larger 
values of r . The two-step method in (3.3.4a) is order 1 , but if = 1
the method deflates to a one-step method, also of order 1 . This is, of 
course, Newton's method, and is the one-step method of order 1 suggested 
by Theorem 3.3.1.
Similarly if in (3.3.4b) is chosen so that the constant term is
zero then the resulting method would be two-step and of order 2 . That
the polynomial 2 +  2 has no real root shows that there is no such
method. However there exists one value of h for which a three-step
method of order 3 exists. This is the method obtained by setting the 
constant coefficient of p(A) in (3.3.4c) equal to zero. The equation
(3.3.5) 6/Zq - 11/Zq + 127z - 6  = 0
has only one real solution, which is approximately 0.8599 , and on setting 
h to this value (3.3.4c) deflates to a three-step method.
Theorem 3.3.2 gives information on the R-order of convergence of
viterative processes specified by (3.3.4). For (3.3.4a) the i?-order is > 22 
unless = 1 , in which case the method deflates to a one-step method and
p(A) can be written
pU) = X - 1 .
In this case Theorem 3.3.2 states that the resulting method has i?-order
> 2 , which is as expected since this is simply Newton's method. The theorem
palso shows that the method using (3.3.4c) has i?-order > 24 , unless
is chosen as the real root of (3.3.5), in which case, since the method
1/3becomes three-step, the i?-order is > 2  . This is therefore the
most efficient method of order 3 , a fact which is borne out in practice 
(see section 3.5). We also conclude that, for multistep methods, increasing 
the order increases the accuracy in following x(t) but decreases the
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efficiency of final convergence to x* .
Two further requirements on any practical method, for small h at 
least, are those of consistency and stability (see Henrici [34]). 
Consistency is equivalent to having order at least 1 , which is the case 
for the methods under discussion, and stability demands that no root of 
p(A) exceeds 1 in modulus and that the roots of modulus 1 be simple. 
In this case the stability condition depends upon 7z and for r = 2,3,4






ro for V = 2 ,
(3.3.5) ■\  2 2/3 for V = 3 ,
2/3 < hQ 5 2.5147 ... for r = 4 .
So, for each r considered, if h.Q is chosen to satisfy (3.3.6) the
methods will be stable for small h . That this condition need not be 
strictly fulfilled is shown in the next section for the methods will not be 
used with small h but only with h - .
3.4. Practical Numerical Methods
The methods discussed in the previous section were derived with the 
idea of initially using a small step size which, as the zero x* is 
approached, could be increased and finally fixed at h to give superlinear
convergence to x* . However the foregoing theory assumes h to be fixed 
throughout and so is not directly applicable to variable step size. We may 
generate methods based upon those described in section 3.3 with varying step 
size, in the style of Gear [29]. These can be either of the Nordsieck type 
[52], where instead of using approximations to x(ih) and x(ih) ,
(k)£ = m,m+l,...,m+r-l , we use approximations to the derivatives x (mh) ,
k - 0 ,1 ,...,2r-l , or of the variable step type where we start with r+1
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unequally spaced points tm+r-i 5 r > i > 0 , and compute the coefficients
t . . This is the 
3
j = m,...,m+r , gives the formulae listed in (3.3.4).
Unfortunately these variable step methods are unstable with respect to 
changes in step size. When programmed the methods work well for fixed step 
but display obvious instability when step sizes are increased. This
and precludes the use of the methods with varying step. However, it is 
shown in [30] that the variable step methods based upon the Adams-Bashforth 
formulae are stable and so the methods of section 3.3 can be combined with 
these to give the required characteristics. If an Adams-Bashforth variable- 
step method with r steps is applied to (2.1.1) then, as x* is approached, 
the step size can be increased. Because the Adams method cannot give super- 
linear convergence to x* we finally hold the step fixed at some value
and when enough steps of fixed size have been taken we can switch to a 
method which gives fast ultimate convergence. Should a premature change to 
the fixed step be made then it will be necessary to reduce h and revert 
again to the variable step Adams method. These composite methods are thus 
variable formula and possibly variable order and an application of the 
comprehensive theory of Gear and Watanabe [31], on stability of variable 
order multistep methods, shows that the derived methods are stable.
Since the Adams method is to be used with stepsizes up to h , it
would be preferable if the region of absolute stability of the method 
contained . In our numerical tests we chose methods of order 3 and
behaviour is explained in detail by the theory developed by Gear and Tu [30]
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unfortunately, close to x* , the Adams-Bashforth predictor of order 3 is 
absolutely stable only if
(3.4.1) 0 < h < 6/11 .
So the root of (3.3.5) is not contained in this interval. In practice this 
did not prove to be a difficulty because steps which did not satisfy (3.4.1) 
were so few that stability was hardly affected.
To see if improvement was possible we also considered the predictor- 
corrector schemes based upon the Adams-Bashforth and Adams-Moulton formulae. 
For example, in standard notation [29] the Adams-Bashforth method is denoted 
as a PE scheme. For order 3 the PEC Scheme is absolutely stable if
0 < h < 2/7
and so, in this case, is less suitable than the simpler PE scheme. The 
PECE scheme has the disadvantage of requiring two evaluations of q(x) per 
iteration although, close to x* , it is absolutely stable if
0 < h < 1.728 ... .
In practice this extra stability has little effect whilst the extra 
evaluation at each iteration only reduces efficiency. We note that this is 
not the case when solving differential equations since, on the whole, at 
the cost of an extra evaluation the possible step size is more than doubled 
(see [42] for a discussion in this case). However, in this application, we 
are not so preoccupied with following x(t) accurately and the PE scheme 
is adequate.
In the following section we describe some numerical experience with 
variable formula methods of this type. The third-order Adams-Bashforth 
method is coupled with methods of order three as given by (3.3.4c).
3.5. Numerical Results
We tried several multistep methods for solving (2.1.1) and present some 
results for an Adams-Bashforth variable-step method of order 3 coupled
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with a rapidly convergent.multistep method of order 3 (AB3) described in
section 3.3. This method was tested for various values of h and some
results for h  ^ = 0.8598 ... , which is a three-step method, and for
= 0.7 , which is a four-step method, are given in Table 3.1. In each
case, the final step length, h* , equalled h . The same step-change
criteria were used as described for*the single-step methods in section 2.5, 
except that here was chosen to be 0.01 since, with = 0.05 , it
was found that the methods occasionally made a premature change to stepsize
h* . The initial stepsize was again chosen to be h*/8 .
The algorithms were applied to the functions listed in section 2.5 and
—  6the effort required to reduce each component of f to 10 is given in 
Table 3.1. The format of Table 3.1 is the same as for Table 2.1.
TABLE 3.1
ALGORITHM PROBLEM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
23 31 14 99 27 18 54 56
\  -
.859 . . . 25 33 15 101 28 19 59 61
71 95 43 299 109 127 221 229
AB 3-
26 35 16 95 33 21 55 58
h. = .7 28 38 17 98 34 22 59 63v 0
80 108 49 288 133 148 224 237
The methods of this chapter frequently proved more efficient than the 
single-step methods of the previous chapter, particularly when many steps 
were required, for then these methods gained by requiring only one evaluation 
per step. This is borne out in the results shown in Table 3.1. Also the 
improvement in the i?-order of these methods is now shown to be worthwhile.
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1/3The three-step version, with i?-order 2 , was usually superior to the
%four-step method which has /?-order 2 . We note again that these methods
are significantly more efficient than the linearly convergent Heun method.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTINUATION WITH NEWTON-LIKE METHODS
4.1. Introduction
In the previous chapters we have derived methods for solving
(4.1.1) x{t) - -J(x) f^(x) , x(0) = ,
which also have rapid convergence to x* . As described in Chapter 1,
(4.1.1) can be derived in different ways, one of which is as a reformulation 
of
(4.1.2) = 0 , x(0) = x ,
where H : D x D c Rn x R -*■ Rn is given by
(4.1.3) H(x,t) = fix) - e V ( ^ 0) *
This follows because the solution of (4.1.2) also satisfies
(4.1.4) x(t) = -9 H(x,t) 19 H(x,t) , x(0) = x .cc u
We note that the methods of Chapters 2 and 3 integrate (4.1.1) and make no 
use of the fact that the solution also satisfies (4.1.2). In this chapter 
we discuss methods which make special use of this relation.
In section 4.2 we consider the more general problem of following the 
solution trajectory of (4.1.2) for a general function H(x,t) . We adopt 
this generality since it is relevant to the theory discussed in Chapter 5. 
We describe a well known adaptation of Newton’s method for solving (4.1.2) 
for a sequence of values , i - 1,2,... , and we give results on the
order of accuracy attained by this method. Furthermore, we discuss its 
computational efficiency and show how the parameters of the method can be 
chosen to minimise the work required to gain a certain accuracy. In section 
4.3 we apply the results to the case when Hix,t) is given by (4.1.3) or by
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(4.1.5) H(x ,t) = fix) - (l-t)f[xQ) ,
in which case, .(4.1.4) becomes
(4.1.6) x(t) = -J(x) V ^ q) x(0) = Xq .
In keeping with our suggestions of Chapter 1, we prefer to derive methods 
which have the same stability properties, close to x* , as the methods 
derived in Chapters 2 and 3, for solving (4.1.1). We do this by modifying 
the method of section 4.2 for the case when H(x,t) is given by (4.1.3). 
Then we give results on the accuracy of this modified method for following 
the solution of (4.1.1) and use Theorem 2.3.2 to deduce results on its 
Ä-order of convergence to x* . A method essentially due to Branin [11] is 
described in section 4.4, since it is similar to the methods of sections 4.2 
and 4.3 in that it uses the relationship given by (4.1.2) and (4.1.3). Then 
finally, in section 4.5, we give details of some numerical tests carried out 
with the methods described. The theory and numerical experience shows that 
the methods which use (4.1.2) directly are computationally more efficient 
than the methods described in Chapters 2 and 3.
4.2. Some Order Properties
In the previous chapters we considered several methods and freely 
discussed their orders of accuracy in following the solution of certain 
differential equations. This was possible because the definitions of order 
are well known, but here we formally define the term order so that we can 
compare methods which satisfy different order properties. We introduce the 
term //-order to emphasise that the definition is identical to that given in 
Henrici [34].
Consider the solution of the initial value problem
(4.2.1) x(t) = g(x,t) , a;(0) = xQ
by the iterative process
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(4.2.2) '£+1 i = 0,1,2,..
* Tl r i  •for some G : D y-D^'xD^cR * R * R ■+ R , where x  ^ is an approximation 
to and + * For suc^ a me_thod we give the standard
definition of order.
DEFINITION 4.2.1. Method (4.2.2) has H-order l for (4.2.1) if
G(x,t,h) = z(t\h) + 0[}i'^ '] 
where z(u) is the solution of
z(u) = g(z^u) , z(t) = x .
We frequently make use of the 0( •) notation which is used in the 
sense that, if a and b satisfy
a = b + 0(6) ,
then there is a constant K , independent of 6 , such that ||a-b|| 5! A" 151 
for all sufficiently small 6 .'
Some methods for solving (4.2.1) cannot be described in terms of 
H-order and we give a different definition of order which is relevant to 
their case.
DEFINITION 4.2.2. Method (4.2.2) has C-order 1 for (4.2.1) if,
whenever x - x(t) + 0(h) , then
G(x,t,h) = x(t+h) + 0[h^+ )^ , 
where x(t) is the solution of (4.2.1).
The term C-order is chosen to suggest that a method with positive 
C-order is corrective, in that it always tries to approximate x(t) . This 
is in contrast to methods with positive //-order which, at the (i+l)st 
step, try to follow the solution of
y(t) = g(y,t) , y (tj = x^ ,
adjacent trajectory to x(t) . When solving a standard initial value
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problem of the form (4.2.1) it would be of benefit to use a method with
positive C-order since we are specifically interested in following x(t) .
Unfortunately we cannot generate methods with positive C-order without
further information about the solution trajectory and so we must be
satisfied with methods possessing a positive //-order. It is ironic that,
in the application of continuation methods to the solution of nonlinear
equations, where it is not necessary to follow x(t) accurately, we can
generate methods of arbitrary C-order.
In this section we give a result on the C-order of a well known method
for following the solution of (4.1.2). The method is straight forward and
has been suggested for the continuation approach by several authors in the
case when H(x,t) is given by (4.1.5) (e.g. [4], [21], [50], [53]).
However, in its basic form, it has also been used extensively for more
general H(x,t) (see e.g. [3], [5], [6], [21], [22], [27], [36]).
Consider (4.2.2) with G(x,t,h) given by
(4.2.3a) G(x,t,h) = p (x,t9h) ,r m
where
(4.2.3b) Pß(x,t,h) = x
and
(4.2.3c) Pj.+1 = p. - 3^//(p^ ,t+/2)-1//(p^ ,t+/z) , Q = 0,1,.. . ,m-l .
(Note that, for brevity, we shall aften omit the arguments x,t and h
from p .(x,t,h) as we have done in (4.2.3c).) This method is an obvious 
C
choice for following the solution of (4.1.2) since (4.2.3b,c) is simply 
Newton's method for solving H(z,t+h) = 0 , using x as initial guess. The 
method, as a whole, consists of finding x j^r\ as solution of
ö(2>q+1) = °
by Newton's method, using x  ^ , the computed value of ^(f^) s as initial
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estimate. We can prove that, under suitable conditions on H(x,t) , the
method has C-order 2W - 1 , but we derive this as a special case of a more 
general result. We can consider (4.2.2) as a sequence of major iterations, 
each consisting of m minor iterations given by (4.2.3c). Then it may be 
more efficient in practice to evaluate 3^ H(x,t) only once per major
iteration or, more generally, once every r minor iterations. In this case
(4.2.3) generalises to
(4.2.4a) G(x,t,h) = p (x9t9h) ,s
(4.2.4b) p (x9t9h) - X ,
(4.2.4c) u^P\x9t9h) - p.{x9t9h) , J 0,1,...,s 1 ,
2 / ^ +1) = ~ ZxH(y[0) 9t+h) 1E{yiy\t+h) ,( 4.2.4d)
for j = 0,1,...,s-1 , i = 0,1,...,v - 1  , and 
(4.2.4e) (r)pj+i = •
(i)and m = rs . As before we have omitted the arguments of p . and y
3 C
We can now prove a theorem on the C-order of this method.
THEOREM 4.2.1. Suppose that H : D x D^_ c  Rn x R -* Rn is such that 
x (t) 6 Int(D) and t € Int [d ,) satisfy H[x( t),t) = 0 . Suppose also that
3 H(x9t) and 3 H(x9t) are Lipschitz continuous in a neighbourhood S of
(x (t ),t ) . Assume also that d H(x9t) 1 exists and is bounded on S .
Then (4.2.2)_, where G(x9t9h) is given by (4.2.4), has C-order (r+1) - 1
for (4.1.4).
Proof. With the given assumptions, the Implicit Function Theorem 
ensures the existence of a unique continuous solution, x{x-\rh) , of (4.1.2), 
and therefore of (4.1.4), in a neighbourhood S x S^ c S , where
S - S'tyK'Ojd) , for some 6 > 0 , and S - (t -y ,t +y ) , for some y  > 0 .
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We assume subsequently that \h\ < y .
To prove the theorem we require a bound on \\x(T+h)-G(x ,/z) | , where
x = x (t ) + 0(h) , in terms of h . We note that, from (4.2.4a),
\\x(T+h)-G(x,T,h)\\ = \\x(T+h)-p (x,T,h)\\
s
and we derive the required result by induction. Define a. and 3
3 3
(i)
for j = 0,1,...,s and i - 0,1,..., r , by
a = \\x(T+h)-p .|| ,
tJ d
e < * >
3
x(T+h)-y
3 3 * s ,
(i)where we have omitted the arguments (x,T,h) from p. and y . . Now,
3 3
from the given conditions, there exist constants , K such that
(4.2.5)
(4.2.6)




(4.2.7) \\dxH(x,t)-dxH(y,t)\\ < K2\\x-y\\
for all x ,y £ S and for all t £ S^ _ . Furthermore, it follows from the 
Lipschitz continuity of 9 H(x,t) and 9 H(x,t) and from [53, Theorem
CC is
3.2.5] that, for any t € S, and for any x,y € S , if u(x,y,t) is given
by
(4.2.8) H(x,t) = H(y,t) + 9^ H(y,t)(x-y) + u(x,y,£) ,
then
(4.2.9) \\u(x9y,t)\\ < KJ\x-y\\
for some constant K^ . As in the proof of Corollary 2.3.1 we may assume
a
OL = IMI + M
that
and (4.2.7) and (4.2.9) follow immediately. That both equations are true 
for any norm follows from the equivalence of norms.
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Now, from [53, Theorem 3.2.3], (4.1.4), (4.2.5) and (4.2.6), it follows 
that the solution x(T+h) of (4.1.4) satisfies
||a:(T+fr)-a;(T)|| 5 K K \h\
for any h € (-y,y) . So, assuming pn = x(l) + 0(h) , we have 
(4.2.10)
Thus, for small enough h , p^ is contained in an open sphere S(h) c S
aQ = ||x( T+h) ~PqI - 0(h) .
(i)centred at x(T+h) . We assume that p . and y . are also in S(h) ,<7 3
(i)for some i , j , and prove by induction that p. € S(h) and y. € S(h)
3 3




3 P  - oh(i+1)(r+1)J)
3
a. = 0 ( d F+1)J) 
3
and we prove by induction that (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) are true for all i ,j . 
The case when f = j = 0 is given in (4.2.10).
We begin by noting from (4.2.4d), that
6(.i+1)
3
x(T+h)-y^ ^ +3 H (p\U ^ ,t +/z) (p V*"* ,t +7z) 
3 ^ 3  3
(0) -1 (i)
and, because 7/(jc(t +/2) ,T+/z) = 0 , we have
-1jU+l) =
3
x(T+h)-y^+% H {y[°\i+h) H (y^\i+h)-H[x(T+h) ,T+h) 
3 ^ 3  _ 3




x(T+h)-y^^-d H {y\U ^ ,t+A } 3 H [x(T+h) ,x+7z) fx(T+/2)-y ^  -2J X 3 _3?  ^ j
-1 (i)
( • ) ( ^ )




INI S K, x(i+h)-y^^3 K 3(.i} 3 J
3\3
(i+1) 9X ^ yj*0),T+^  a^(^7*0)»T+?Z) -3x ^(^(t+/2),T+/2) (x (T+^)-Z/^)) +W
Because z A ^  € S(h) , it follows from (4.2.5), (4.2.7) and (4.2.13), 
3
x w j
together with (4.2.4c) that
,(i+l)(4.2.14) ß} < ^ _ a . 3 (.t} + K K „3(.° 0 2 j j 0 3 j
Xi)Let A - K K  and B = X # • For small enough h , /la . + Z?3 • < 1  andU 2 U 3 3 3
so 3 ^ +1') < 3^') , hence € S^ /z) . Now, by induction zAA^ € S^ /z)
3 3 3 J
(r)for £ = 0,1,...,r , and since y^. - j it follows that  ^ •
Again by induction, p. € S(h) , j = 0,1,...,s .
3
It also follows from (4.2.11), (4.2.12) and (4.2.14) that
s',(i+l) _ 0{h<'i+2)(r+l)t
and so we have derived (4.2.11) with i replaced by i + 1 . Using the
(i)result that y. £ S(/z) for each £,j , we apply the induction to give 
3
Since a . n
3 ; <7+1 J
,(r)3 V  = 0{h(r+1) ) . 
replaced by j + 1 . We have now completed the induction and, applying 
(4.2.12), we have
a s = 0 ( d - + 1 ) S ) .
Since a = \\x(T+h)-G(x ,T ,/z) | we have the desired result. □ s
As an example, (4.2.3) results from (4.2.4) by taking r = 1 and 
s - m and the P-order is 2™ - 1 . Also, evaluating d H(x,t) only once
(r)= 3 • we have derived (4.2.12) with j
per major iteration corresponds to r = m and s = 1 , in which case the
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C-order is m .
We may now compare the work required by the method of (4.2.4) to attain 
various possible C-orders. We assume that one evaluation of 3^ H(x,t) is
equivalent to k evaluations of H(x,t) (e.g. if 3^ H(x,t) is a full
matrix then k = n may be appropriate or, if 3 H(x,t) is tridiagonal,
then k - 3 may be more reasonable). One measure of the work per iteration 
is the number of equivalent function evaluations and so, for the method 
given by (4.2.4) to attain C-order Z , N equivalent function evaluations 
are required, where
N = sk + sr
sand (r+1) - 1 = 1 .  Given a specific value of Z we can now find the
optimal values of r and s to minimise N . It is trivial to show that, 
for Z < 6 , the optimal choice is always r = = Z , s = 1 (assuming
k > 1 ). For higher orders the choice depends upon k . For example, 
C-order 8 can be achieved by taking
v = 8 , s = 1 , giving N = 8 + k
or
v = 2 , s = 2 , giving N = 4 + 2k .
The optimal choice for k = 3 is r = 2 , s = 2  and if k > 4 , the 
optimal choice is r = 8 , s = 1 . These results show that it will often 
be more efficient, in this sense, to evaluate 3^ H(x,t) only once per major
iteration. In practice of course the step sizes, 7k  , required to maintain
the desired accuracy when s = 1 may be smaller than for the case when
s > 1 and so the number of major iterations may be greater. However, in
section 4.5, we give some numerical results which indicate that it is often
less efficient to evaluate 3 H(x.t) at each minor iteration.x
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4.3. An Adaptive Newton Method
Methods with high C-order are suitable for solving the equation (4.1.2) 
when, as in Chapter 5, values of x(t) are required for each t . However, 
in this application, only x* is required. Demanding high accuracy along 
the trajectory gives greater reliability in finding x* but if we wish to 
balance reliability and efficiency we can consider reducing our concern for 
high accuracy in following x(t) . With this in mind we consider some 
choices of the function H(x,t) . In order to be able to apply Theorem 
4.2.1 to each choice of H(x,t) we assume, unless stated otherwise, that
fl Yl —  1/ : D c: R ■+ R has a continuous second derivative on D and that J(x) 
exists and is bounded on D .
Consider first H(x,t) given by (4.1.5), then (4.2.3) becomes 
(4.3.1a) G(x,t,h) = p (x,t,h) ,
(4.3.1b) p (x,t9h) = x
and
(4.3.1c) p .vL = p. - j[pß~1[f[pß-U-t-h)f[x0]'] ,
j = 0,1,...,m-1 , and the method has C-order 2 ^ - 1  for (4.1.6). Note 
that if £ = 1 , then x^ is only an approximation to x* and further
refinement may be necessary. This is the method used by several authors 
(e.g. [4], [21], [50]) and, in particular, by Ortega and Rheinboldt [53], 
who make the obvious suggestion of setting - 1 , i > M , in (4.3.1),
which gives Newton's method for solving H(x^1) = 0 . Note that, for this 
to converge, we are assuming that x^ is in the region of convergence of
Newton's method at x* . This is a corrective method for solving (4.1.5) 
but, as mentioned previously, we consider it preferable to integrate (4.1.1), 
or equivalently (4.1.3), because of its Liapunov stability. In this case 
we do not require a positive C-order, since neighbouring trajectories all
converge to x* , and a positive //-order is adequate. We now generate a 
method, similar to (4.2.4), with arbitrary //-order for (4.1.1).
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With H(x,t) given by (4.1.3), (4.2.3c) becomes
1 = - J (pJ0 ' 1 | / ( p ^ - e" t 'V (*o )_
which, by Theorem 4.2.1, gives a method with C-order 2W - 1 for (4.1.1) 
However we can modify this, using (4.1.3) to note that x(t) satisfies
f[x(t+h)) = e t hf[x0) = e ^f[x(t)) .








(4.3.3c) Pj+1 = Pj - ■
Then, as in section 4.2, we can prove that the method has //-order 2 ^ - 1  
for (4.1.1). However, we again generalise the result to consider evaluating 
J(x) once every r minor iterations. With m - vs , (4.3.3) generalises
to
(4.3.4a) Gix^ h) = p (x,h) , s
(4.3.4b) pQ(x,h) = x ,
(4.3.4c) u[°\x,h) = p.(x9h) , j = 0,1,... ,s-l ,
0 J
(4.3.4d) y(/ +1) = y p  - A y p )  1\f{y(p ) - ^ hf(x) ,
■—i oii .. ,s-l and i - 0,1,...,r-1 , and
( 4.3.4e) (r)pj+l yj
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The theorem in its generality is now given.
THEOREM 4.3.1. Suppose that f : D c  Rn -* Rn has a derivative J{x) 
which is Lipschitz continuous in a neighbourhood S of a point 
x E lnt(£0 . Assume also that J(x) 1 exists and is hounded on S . Then
sthe method given by (4.3.2) and (4.3.4) has H-order (r+l) - 1 for
(4.1.1).
This result is a special case of the following theorem, Theorem 4.3.2, 
and we postpone the proof until then.
In its present form, this method converges only linearly to x* and so 
it is necessary to amend it in such a way as to maintain the H-order 
properties and to allow for rapid final convergence to x* .
We consider now (4.3.2) as a single step iterative process discussed in 
section 2.3. Some algebraic manipulation shows that, with G(x,h) defined 
in (4.3.4), 9^ G(x*,h) is given by
9 G(x*9h) = e ^1 . x
In this case, Theorem 2.3.2 shows that there is no value of h for which the 
convergence rate can be faster than linear. This is because
p (9^£(£* ,h)] = e ^ > 0 for all h . This is unsatisfactory and so
modify (4.3.4d) to be
we
(4.3.5) (i+1) (i) T( ( 0)>. 1 n.r (i)>, I /" T \ \y. =y. - J[y. ) f[y^ )-${h)f{x)J
for j = 0,1,...,s-1 , i = 0,1,...,r-1 and (j) : cl R + R 9 where D^ is
the open interval (~Y>Y) f011 some Y > 0 , is a function which will be an
-happroximation to e . W e  first prove a theorem on the H-order of this
-hmethod, noting that the case when (j)(h) = e gives the result in Theorem
4.3.1.
THEOREM 4.3.2. Suppose (p : (~Y»Y) c  R + R continuous3 where
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h ( I ~| \
Y > 0 j and §(h) - e + 0[h J  ^ k > 0 . Then, under the conditions of 
Theorem 4.3.13 >the method given by (4.3.2)_, (4.3.4a,b,c,e) and (4.3.5) has
H-order min ((r+l)S-l ,k) for (4.1.1).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 and so here 
we give only an outline. As before, the Implicit Function Theorem ensures 
the existence of a unique continuous solution, z{h) , of
(4.3.6)
and therefore of
f[z(h)) - e f^(x) = 0 ,
z{h) - -J(z) 1f(z) , 2(0) = x ,
for h € (-6,6) , for some 6 such that 0 < 6 < y .
We require a bound on \\z(h)-G(x ,h) | in terms of h . We define a.
0
(i)
and 3. , J = 0,1,...,r and i = 0,1,...,s , by
ü
c l . = \\z(h)-p.\\ ,
d d
• f
and, from (4.3.5), we have
Ai+1)
z(h)-y .
- l r -
3 # s
-/zLet ty(h) = §(h) - e , then for each f and j ,
- l rfl(£+l)
ßi d d d







f(tf) |^ (7z) |
Now, using the assumptions on f and the method used in the proof of
Theorem 4.3.1, we can show that, for h sufficiently small, there exist
constants C ,C ,CL , independent of h such that 
1 / 0
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4i + 1 )  -ciaAi) + +  •
By assumption, )^(h) = 0{ji' + and so, for small enough h ,
20(f+l) Ai) Ai) i7|fe+l
ßj + C 2ßj +C4^ I
for some constant . We can now apply an analogous induction argument to
that used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 to show that, for small enough h ,
%  < X l | h |(p+1)8 + K 2 \ h \k+1
for suitable constants K K^ . Since a = \\z(h)-G(x,h) | we have the
-L Z. S
required result. □
We can now see that this modified method, given by (4.3.2), (4.3.4a,b,c), 
(4.3.5) and (4.3.4e), can give superlinear convergence to x* if (J)(/z) is 
suitably chosen. Some simple algebra shows that
3^ G(x*,h) = (J>(7z)J .
If (J)f(7z) is Lipschitz continuous on (~Y,y) and f"(x) is Lipschitz 
continuous on a neighbourhood of x* , then the conditions of Theorems 2.3.2 
and 2.3.3 are satisfied and it follows that the process converges locally if, 
for some 6 , | (j) (7r.) | 5 1 - 6 < 1 for each i . Also, the i?-order is at
least 2 if the sequence {/r.} converges sufficiently fast to
h* 6 (-Y»y) » where h* satisfies <\>(h*) - 0 . If we wish to gain rapid 
convergence to a root of f and maintain a certain //-order, l say, then 
a suitable choice for <p(h) is
*(*> = 1 ^jr-
3-0
where k - l or l + 1 is chosen to be odd, for then §(h) satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 4.3.2 for any Y > 0 and has a unique positive root.
A practical algorithm is therefore to allow the stepsizes, , to increase,
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subject to suitable step ^ length tests, and finally, to hold fixed at
sh* . If k is large enough, the //-order of the method will be (r+1) - 1
and the sequence [x \^ wi H  converge rapidly to x* . The method therefore
changes in a continuous way from one which follows the solution trajectory 
x(t) accurately to one which converges rapidly to x* .
We now look at some choices of r and s in (4.3.5) to show that, 
when /n = h* , the method becomes one of the well known methods for solving
f(x) = 0 . With v - 1 , s = m , /k  = h* , (4.3.4e) and (4.3.5) together 
become
Pj+1 = Pj " Jtpß  V(Pj) ’ 3 = 0,1,...,m-1 ,
and we have Newton's method. The sequence \x \^ converges to 
Z?-order 2W . For general r and s , when = h* for each
x* with 
i , the
method becomes that of Shamanskii, with exact Jacobian, and [x \^ 
converges to x* with i?-order (r+1) (see [12], [68], [70] for further 
details on this method).
Methods of the type discussed in this section were tried on the test 
functions described in section 2.5 and some numerical results are presented 
in section 4.5. The short discussion in section 4.2 on the work required to 
attain a specific C-order applies equally well to the methods of this 
section, with C-order replaced by //-order. For that reason, in our 
numerical results we consider both the standard choice, with r - 1 , 
s = m , and the choice r = m , s = 1 , which the theory indicates may be 
more efficient.
4.4. Branin's Method
On the assumption that f"(x) is Lipschitz continuous in a neighbourhood
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of x* we can apply Theorems 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 to a method essentially due to 
Branin [11]. We discuss it here since it is similar to the methods of 
section 4.3 in that it attempts to integrate (4.1.1) by making specific use 
of the relation
(4.4.1) f[x(t)) = e tf[xQ) = e tfQ
for all t > 0 . In this method is estimated by the first order
prediction
p0 = xi -
Then the component, v , of /(Pq) orthogonal to is
Since should be parallel to , a new estimate of
calculated from
-1Pl = Pn - J(pn) v ’1 r0 « "0-
which is the first order attempt to annihilate v . This process is repeated
a finite number of times until the derived estimate of x . n is close^+l
enough to satisfying (4.4.1). Again omitting the arguments of p.(x,h) ,J
the process can be written as
(4.4.2) xi+1 = G[x^ ,hfj
where
(4.4.3a) G(x,h) = p (x ,h) ,
(4.4.3b) p0(x,h) = x - hJ(x) fix)
and, for j = 0,1,...,m-1 ,
pj,i = - .(4.4.3c)
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where = 1 - f f o ' f y  o
We can now apply Corollary 2.3.1 to give conditions for x* to be a point 
of attraction of this method. Using the fact that fix*) = 0 , for each
h ,
9 G(x*,h) = 9 p (x*,h) x xfm
= [l-J(x*) 1ZQ Jix*)]^ (x* ,h)
= [l-J(x*)~1Zo J(x*j]m%sp0ix* ,h) .
The bracketed matrix is idempotent and, by differentiating (4.4.3b) and 
evaluating at (x*,h) , we have
3 G(x*,h) = [l-J(x*)~1Z0 J{x*)](l-h) .
Now
J - <7(x*)-1Z0 J(x*) = J(x*)~1fQf(j'l(x*)
*0*0
which has one non zero eigenvalue equal to 1 . Thus 
(4.4.4) r\[^xGix*,h)) = \l-h\
and it follows from Corollary 2.3.1 that the process converges locally to x* 
if 0 < ö 5 L  5 2 - 6 , £ = 0,1,... , for some 6 . Also, from Theorem
2.3.3 final convergence is superlinear if lim h. - 1 and has i?-order > 2
if {hj] converges to 1 sufficiently fast. In fact, in general, the 
Z?-order is exactly 2 , since, as {at.} converges to x* , the corrections 
given by (4.4.3c) do not improve on x^  as an estimate of x* , and the 
method tends to Newton’s method.
Although we cannot discuss Branin’s method in terms of H- or C- 
orders for a particular differential equation, the sequence {p .} in
(4.4.3c) converges to a point on the solution trajectory of (4.1.1) and we
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can apply the ideas of section 4.2 to show that holding the Jacobian fixed 
over a minor iteration may improve efficiency. In this case it is straight­
forward to show that, under the conditions of Theorem 4.3.1, if
| Z ) I - 0(h) , then ||Z q/* I = 0[h ) whereas if (4.4.3c) is replaced
by
(4.4.5) pj.+1 = Pj  ~ , 3 = 0,1,... ,w-l ,
then \\ZQf [ p m) | = . Equation (4.4.4) is unaffected by this change
and so the P-order is unchanged.
Thus, a practical algorithm is to adapt h to maintain accuracy but, 
when h increases to 1 , hold the step fixed so that, as x* is 
approached, the P-order becomes equal to 2 . The performance of two such 
algorithms, based upon both (4.4.3c) and (4.4.5), is discussed in the next 
section.
4 .5 .  Numerical Results
To make some comparisons, we tested implementations of the three 
methods discussed in this chapter. First is the corrective method given by 
(4.2.2) and (4.3.1), which is described, for example, by Ortega and 
Rheinboldt [53], and denoted by OR/1. Next is the //-order method, derived 
in the previous section, with r  = 1 , s = m and defined by (4.3.2) with 
G(x,h) given by
(4.5.1a) G(x,h) = p (x,h) ,r 777
(4.5.1b) p Q(x,h) = x
and
(4.5.1c) Pj+1 = P- ~ J i p ß ^ l f i p ß - b W f i x ) ]  ,




U h )  = 1 - h +  \  - \  .
This method is denoted by NEW/1. Finally, we implemented Branin’s method, 
given by (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) and denote it by BRANIN/1. In each of these 
implementations the Jacobian is evaluated at each minor iteration and, for 
comparison, second versions were tested in which the Jacobian was evaluated 
only once per major iteration. Firstly, in the method OR/1, (4.3.1c) was 
replaced by
Pj+L = Pj- >
j = 0,1,...,m-1 , to give the method OR/2. Secondly, in the NEW/1 method, 
(4.5.1c) was replaced by
Pj+1 = Pj " ,
j = 0,1,...,m-1 , to give the method NEW/2. Finally, in the BRANIN/1 method, 
(4.4.3c) was replaced by (4.4.5) to give BRANIN/2.
To facilitate comparison with those methods, of order 3 , tested in 
Chapters 2 and 3, each of the above methods was implemented with m fixed 
so that their orders were 3 . As might be expected, we found, in each 
case, an improvement in efficiency if we allowed m to vary over each 
iteration so that the methods became variable order with maximum order 3 .
It is for these implementations that the results are given.
The success of the algorithms under discussion is, to some extent, 
dependent on the way in which the step sizes are chosen. Rheinboldt [61] 
has looked in more detail at efficient step adjustments on the basis of 
estimates of the local attraction domains but again, for the purpose of 
comparing different methods, we chose the step test which was described in 
section 2.5 for the single-step methods. Again, we emphasise that this is 
not necessarily the best way of choosing step sizes, however it proved 
adequate for our purposes. For clarity, we briefly describe the step test
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again. Let f[xj) = /h -and be given by
Z. = I 4^  '
In OR/1 and OR/2 the step size was varied according to
hi+1 "
where a is given by
(4.5.2) a = i
and 5 = iiV<+ii
'2 if 0 5 6 5 e± ,
1 if e1 < 6 < e2 ,
0.5 if £2 < 5 ~ e3
I & 2 and BRANIN/1 6 2,
*i+i = min(/z* ,qi/k )
h* = 1.596... , which
i+1
(f>(/z) , for NEW and a is given by (4.5.2) with 6 = ll^ 0^ +lH ^or BRANIN 
and 6 = ||Vi+1H fOP NEW>
The estimate p. was accepted as x^+i on -^VI° conditions. Firstly,
if j equalled 2 for OR/1, NEW/1 and BRANIN/1 or if j equalled 3 for 
OR/2, NEW/2 and BRANIN/2 , i.e. the maximum order in each case was 3 . 
Secondly, if \\Z^ f[pß\\ 5 for OR/1 S 2 and BRANIN/1 & 2 or if
\\Z^f [Pj] | < for NEW/1 6 2, i.e. the demand for order 3 was relaxed
whenever possible. Having found » the conditions for rejecting the
step and repeating it with half the step length were the same as for the 
methods described in section 2.5, with the appropriate 6 . Finally, the 
values of , i = 1,2,3 , were fixed at the values chosen in section 2.5
and the initial step was chosen as h*/8 for BRANIN and NEW, where h* is 
the final stepsize in each case, and 0.125 for OR, which is essentially 
one eighth of its final step size.
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The methods were tested on the eight problems described in section 2.5 
and we tabulate the results in Table 4.1. The format of the table is the 
same as for Table 2.1 and the stopping criterion was again that each
_ 0
component of f should be less than 10
TABLE 4.1
ALGORITHM PROBLEM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10 20 6 22 23 8 26 30
OR/1 11 22 7 26 26 9 31 36
31 62 19 70 95 57 109 126
8 6 6 7 10 12
OR/2 12 35 7 ** A 10 62 61
28 47 19 52 92 97
10 15 6 26 15 8 27 29
NEW/1 11 18 7 28 16 9 31 33
31 48 19 80 61 57 112 120
8 8 6 36 9 7 14 15
NEW/2 11 29 7 134 20 9 61 65
27 45 19 206 56 51 113 110
11 6 19 9 34 38
BRANIN/1 12 7 20 10 37 41
34 19 77 64 139 155
9 8 6 7 8 15 17
BRANIN/2 12 20 7 &* 12 11 60 66
30 36 19 33 59 105 117
* - h reduced to minimum allowed , viz. 2 "1V  .
** - failed to converge in 200 function evaluations.
The first conclusion from the results is that the three algorithms
described here represent a significant improvement upon those described in
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Chapters 1 and 2, and therefore upon those of e.g. [7], [9], [10], [40],
[41], which do not make use of the special characteristics of the solution 
of (4.1.1). The important feature of the methods described in this chapter 
is that they are adaptive, in that they choose the order of accuracy required 
at each iteration, depending on the local errors. Thus, at times when a 
low order is sufficient, these methods save function evaluations by 
performing only as much work as is necessary to maintain the required 
accuracy. We surmise that if we used variable order Runge-Kutta or multi- 
step methods, in place of the fixed order methods described in Chapters 2 
and 3, then we could make similar savings in work. However the resulting 
algorithms would be rather more complicated than the simple methods of this 
chapter.
We also conclude from the results that holding the Jacobian fixed over 
each major iteration was almost always more efficient. This is as we were 
led to expect by the theory of section 4.2. The only notable exceptions 
were when the solution trajectory ran close to a region where J(x) was 
singular. Thus it seems reasonable to monitor the value of Det(c/(x)) , 
which can be done at little extra cost since J(x) is factorised into 
triangular factors at each evaluation, and evaluate J{x) more often 
only when Det(j(x)) becomes small.
Finally, it appears that OR and NEW are more effective than BRANIN.
Any further conclusions about comparative behaviour can only come from 
practical trials, but our experience indicates that NEW/1 and NEW/2 are the 
more robust of the methods tested. In particular, for these methods the 




TURNING POINTS IN BIFURCATION THEORY
5.1. Introduction
In many physical problems it is necessary to solve a system of non­
linear equations of the form given in (1.1). In order to conform more 
closely to the literature on such problems, in this chapter we prefer to 
replace the variable t by A . Then, we are interested in the solution of 
equations of the form
(5.1.1) H(x,A) = 0 ,
Yl 71fl : D c i? x i? i? , where the solution vector a;(A) is a simple,
71continuously differentiable arc in R dependent upon the scalar parameter 
A . Problems frequently occur where it is of interest to follow the 
trajectory and to find x(X) numerically for values of A sufficient to
define the curve (a;(A),A) , which is called a solution branch of (5.1.1)
71in R x r . This solution branch will often exhibit complex behaviour, but 
we recall from (1.5) that x(X) satisfies the differential equation
(5.1.2) ^  (A) = - « I , « ' 1* , »  ,
where A(x,X) = 9 H(x,A) and d(x,A) = 9,#(o;,A) . We assume throughout
this chapter that H(x,A) is twice continuously differentiable with respect 
to x and A on D . Thus, if d(a:(A),A) is nonsingular, then x(X) is 
continuous at A . Points on (;c(A),A) at which A(;c,A) is singular are 
called critical points (often bifurcation points, or singular points) and 
have received a large amount of attention in the literature (see for example, 
[3], [6], [17], [21], [33], [35], [37], [38], [49], [53], [64], [66], [69]). 
The primary purpose of this chapter is to describe some efficient methods for
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the accurate determination of certain critical points. Firstly we consider 
the simplest type, which is a point (a:*,A*) , where x* - x(\*) , such 
that
(5.1.3a) rankD4(a;* , A*) ] - n - 1 ,
(5.1.3b) rank[7l(;c*, A*) d(x*, A*)] = n
and if (x(A),A) f (a;*,A*) and A is sufficiently close to A* , then 
A(a:(A),A) is nonsingular. Such a point is called a limit point. If the 
solution branch (as(A),A) through (a:*,A*) exists for all A in an open 
neighbourhood of A* , then (a;*,A*) is called a point of inflexion 
otherwise it is a turning point. In structural problems, a turning point 
represents the boundary between stability and instability of the system.
Prior to discussing methods for finding a turning point, in section 5.2 
we consider the problem of following a solution branch through a turning 
point. We describe a method which is similar to that developed by Riks [66] 
and Menzel and Schwetlick [49] but involves less work per step. It appears 
that this new method has also been developed independently by Rheinboldt, 
(private communication) whose description is currently available only in 
manuscript form [65].
In section 5.3 we describe methods for the accurate determination of 
(a;*,A*) . Simpson [69] described an iterative method which requires, at 
each iteration, the solution of (5.1.1) for some A and the estimation of 
the smallest eigenvalue of j4(o:(A),A) . His method converges linearly to
(a:*,A*) and is suitable only for symmetric j4(;c,A) . Here we describe 
methods which require less work per iteration, have second order convergence 
to (x*,A*) and do not require A(x,A) to be symmetric.
A simple bifurcation point on a solution branch is a critical point 
[xß,A^ ) , where x^ r x(A^) , which satisfies the same conditions as a
turning point except that (5.1.3a) and (5.1.3b) are replaced by
(5.1.4a) rank[A [xß ,Aß)] = n - 1
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and
(5.1.4b) rank [A [xß , Xß) d [xB, Xß)] = n - 1 .
Given an additional condition on the second derivative of H(x,\) , Crandall 
and Rabinowitz [17] have shown that, in a neighbourhood of (a; ,X^ ) , the
totality of solutions of (5.1.1) form two continuous curves intersecting 
only at (x^,X^) . In many applications it is necessary to follow one of
these, often called the primary branch, and on detecting the presence of a 
secondary branch, to follow it (see Keller and Langford [37] and Rheinboldt 
[63], [64] for methods). In the case when the primary branch satisfies some 
symmetry relations it is often possible to generate methods which converge 
to Led,A J with second order convergence and we discuss this in section
5.4. One of the methods also has the advantage of providing an approximation 
to the null vector of A{xb,\^ , which is required by the methods in [37]
and [64] for finding a point on the secondary branch.
Finally, in section 5.5, we describe some numerical experience with the 
methods.
5.2. Following Trajectories Through Turning Points
5.2.1. The Method of Riks, Menzel and Schwetlick
In this section we describe briefly the method due to Riks [66] and 
Menzel and Schwetlick [49] and in section 5.2.3 we describe our modification. 
In [49] the method was described as a means of extending the region of 
convergence of methods for the solution of nonlinear equations. It appears 
that such a method involves an unnecessary amount of work for that problem 
where the accurate determination of the solution trajectory is not required 
(see section 5.5 for comments on this). However the approach is effective 
when following a solution branch past a turning point. Earlier methods for
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this problem, e.g. [6], [69], solved (5.1.1) by Newton’s method for a 
sequence of values of X,X^ . , £ = 1,2... , i.e. by the method described in
(4.2.3). However, failure occurs when { (a: (X^ .) ,X^ .)} approaches a turning
point. Once failure has occurred, the turning point can be passed by 
extrapolating over (:c*,X*) but the accuracy and efficiency of the method 
is impaired since i4(x,X) is nearly singular close to (x*,\*) . Anselone 
and Moore [3] suggested changing the scalar variable to overcome these 
difficulties but considered only particular cases. Recently Riks [66] and 
Menzel and Schwetlick [49] have employed an idea essentially due to Davis 
[21] and make a change of variable which is applicable generally.
For the remainder of this chapter we will frequently write
or, more conveniently, y = (x,X) , and consider H as a mapping from
Yl-\-1 Yi
Dczi? -> R . Then (5.1.1) becomes the under-determined system
(5.2.1) H(y) = 0 .
Define y* = (;c*,X*) and B(y) by
B{y) = I M y )  d(y)]
then, from (5.1.3), rank[5(z/*)] = n . In fact, it follows from our
assumptions that, for any y satisfying (5.2.1) in a neighbourhood of y* ,
(5.2.2) rank[5(y)] = n .
The technique described by Riks, Menzel and Schwetlick is to add, at each 
iteration, an auxiliary equation to (5.2.1). They chose a function ß(y) ,
yi-\-1ß : D c R -* R , such that the solution of
= 0
is well defined and is a required point on the solution branch.
Suppose y is a known solution of (5.2.1) and we wish to find a new
?"2+lpoint on the solution branch. We can define the branch in R by y(s) ,
(5.2.3) g( y )  = H(y)  3 ( y)
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/ \  / swhere s represents the arc length, and let y = y{s) . Also, it is 
sufficient to restrict 3(y) to be a linear function of the form
(5.2.4) 3(y) = bT(y-y) - a ,
for some unit vector b and scalar O . Denoting the derivative of y(s) 
with respect to s by y(s) , Riks, Menzel and Schwetlick make the choice
(5.2.5) b = y(s) .
(Note that this notation differs from the use of • in other chapters.) We 
justify this choice of b in Theorem 5.2.1, but first we present some 
notation which will be useful in the remainder of this chapter.
First we note that, because s represents the arc length, y(s) is a 
unit vector tangent to the solution branch at y(s) and is the unique 
solution of unit length (up to a choice of sign) of
(5.2.6) B[y(s)]y(s) - 0 .
We denote the Jacobian of g(y) by G(y) and define the (n+1) x n 





, P . - P + [e , -e .1 e . , 5 j n+1 v ntl j
where I is the n x n unit matrix with columns e, ,... andn 1* * n
e,,...,e . are the columns of I _ . Also we denote the columns of A(y)1 n+1 n+1 y
by <^1(i/) 5 • • • ,a^ (i/) and write a +1(zy) = d(y) . It follows that
(5.2.8) ß(y) = I~a±(y).. .an(y) d(yj] = lA(y) d(y)~] .
Finally, we note that we will frequently omit the argument y in each of
the functions in (5.2.8) and write a., d and A in place of B{y),
J
a Xy), d(y) and A(y) respectively. It follows from (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) J
that
BP. - [ax a2...a._1 d >
for j = l,2,...,n , and
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BP = A . n+1
These equations clarify our reasons for defining the matrices P . ,
0
j = l,...,n+l . These matrices will be used to select out certain columns 
of B and these columns will be chosen to form a linearly independent set. 
Using the identity
P .P1. + e .eT. = I J J 0 3 n+1
j - 1,2,...,n+1 , it follows from (5.2.6) that, for any j ,
P P.+e 
3 3 3 3
y(s) = 0 .
Then, if we know an index r such that B ( y ) P is nonsingular, we can
write
and since Be -a , we have v r
(5.2.9a) # < e )  = - ( S P j ' U ^ a
and
(5.2.9b) ßpPCs) = a ,
for some a chosen to normalise y(s) . With this notation we can present 
a theorem which indicates why the choice of b , given by (5.2.5), was made 
in [49] and [66]. A similar result is given by Riks [66], but the following 
theorem is more straightforward.
THEOREM 5.2.1. Let G(y) denote the Jacobian of g(y) > defined in 
(5.2.3)3 with 6(y) defined in (5.2.4). Then if rank[p(y(s))j = n s
Det (g (j/(s )} ) = pbTy(s)
where p is nonzero and independent of b .
Proof. Since rank [B [y(s))] = n , there is a k such that B(y(s))P^









i ii 7 r  t~
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Hence
G(y)[Pk S*3 =
-Bpk 0 i (Bp
_0 1 \bPk bek






= Y  - V u ,
(5.2.11) Det(G(z/))Det[Pfe = Det (ßPj bTeh-bTPv[BP^ ) -1k ^ k'
'k is X . with the kth n+1 and (n+l)st
Det[Pk = £ , where £ = 1 if k = n + 1
otherwise. Moreover, it follows from (5.2.9a) that
Pp'Cs) = -{BPk)~lok e^y(s)
and so
(5.2.12) b \  - b \ { B P k) - \  - bT e, +P PT/n ~T'( , eky(s)_
Note that e^yis)  ^0 for otherwise it would follow from (5.2.9) that 
y(s) = 0 which cannot be the case. From (5.2.12) we have
179
T~ b e. T- b P, [bpJ -1 = bJ „ „T Tekek+PkPk y( s) -T*eky(s)
1 r p .
= -y;---& 2/(s) .
eky ( s )
This equation, with (5.2.11), gives
(5.2.13) Det [G (z/ (s)) )
CDet[BP]
-- Tjr.---- b y ( s )
eky(s)
as required. □
It now follows immediately that, to maximise |Det [G{y))| we must
choose b to maximise |b y ( s)| . Since b is to be of unit length this 
leads to the choice made in (5.2.5). Thus, in some sense, this choice of b 
makes the equations in (5.2.3) as well conditioned as possible.
The first step in finding the next point on the trajectory is to find 
an initial estimate by calculating z , given by
z = y + oy(s) .
Then the new point is taken to be the solution of the system
(5.2.14)
H(y)
( y-y)  y(s)
which is solved using Newton's method with z as starting guess. The 
whole process can now be repeated to follow the solution branch. That 
(5.2.14) has a well defined solution, for sufficiently small ö , follows
Afrom the nonsingularity of G \y) and the Implicit Function Theorem. The 
basic idea of the method is expressed in Figure 5.1 for the scalar case.
5.2.2. Calculation of £/(s)
Neither of the papers [49] or [66] gave an indication of how they






IvIGURl: 5.1: One step with b - y(s) .
y(s) =
and we can use (5.1.2) for this calculation. However, close to a critical 
point, My) is nearly singular and so it is better to use (5.2.9) for some 
r . Obviously the best r is that which gives the matrix B P which is,
in some sense, the least singular and, to find this r , we use the 
following corollary of Theorem 5.2.1.
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Suppose rank[z?Q/(s))] = n  ^then for 
tl - 1,2,...,n~v 1 ,
Det (b Q/(s ))p .) = PeT.y(s) ,
J V
where p is non zero and3 apart from a sign3 is independent of j .











-  J -1
Then, if BP. is nonsingular, substituting b e .J and k = j in (5.2.13)
shows that
(5.2.16) Det(£.(y)) = ± Det [BP .) . 
0 0
Also, trivially, (5.2.16) is true whenever BP. is singular (expandJ
Det((7.(y)) about the nonzero element of its last row) and so (5.2.16) is 
C
true for j = l,...,n+l . It now follows from (5.2.13) that
Det [BPA rp,
Det [G Xy)'] = ± Det [BP .) = ± — ^ ----  e.y(s) ,
J J eky(s) c
where k is such that BP^ is nonsingular, 
result. □
Now we see that choosing r to be that 
j = l,2,...,n+l , will maximise |Det (ßP^ ) |
This gives the required
j which maximises e .y(s)
0
and, in this sense, will give
the least singular matrix for use in (5.2.9). Of course, to find this value 
for v we must already know y(s) , however this choice of r is the most 
suitable for use in (5.2.9) at the next step and we assume that a prescribed 
value of r proves acceptable at the first step.
5.2.3. A New Method
The idea of this section is similar to methods used in [38] and [56] 
for problems in two dimensions. Equations (5.2.3) constitute n + 1 
equations in n + 1 unknowns and whilst work can be saved by noting that 
one equation is linear, we prefer to reduce the number of variables in a 
direct way. If 3(y) is chosen as
T /\
$ ( p )  = ^ r ( y - y )  -  o ,
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for some r, ö , then (5.2.3) becomes 
(5.2.17a)  ^ H(y) = 0
and
(5.2.17b) yp = yv + G ,
which, since y is specified, constitute n equations in n unknowns.
The index r is chosen so that the determinant of G(y) is as large as
A
possible at y . When v - n + 1 the method becomes the one of incrementing 
X as described at the beginning of this section. However, close to a 
turning point some other element of y will be more suitable as the 
incremental variable. Since we have reduced the number of equations by one, 
the amount of work saved may be significant if n is small or if many points 
on the solution branch are required.
/\
The Jacobian of the system at y is B(y)P  ^ . In fact, the Jacobian 
of the full system (5.2.17) is defined by G^ (y) in (5.2.15), however y 
is known and in computations it is B(y)P  ^ which is used. It is now 
obvious how to choose the index r . Again we wish to make | Det (ß(z/)P ) |
as large as possible and again, because of Corollary 5.2.1, we choose r to
be that j which maximises e .y(s) 
3
, j = l,...,n+l . At this stage we
•  / \know y(s) and the resulting value of r is the choice we make in (5.2.9)
to calculate y(s) at the next step. We note that the angle, 0 . ,
0
✓\
between the solution branch at y and the jth coordinate direction 
satisfies
Cos0 . = e m (s ) .j r
(We have omitted a constant in this equation by assuming, for the moment, 
that y(s) has been normalised so that Ü2/Cs)||^ = (y(s)^y(s)] 2 = 1 .) Thus
our choice of r gives the variable, , whose coordinate direction makes
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the smallest angle with t-he solution branch. This is expressed in Figure 
5.2 for the scalar case.
.r
FIGURU 5.2: Two steps, with b = e
then b - . (2 ,2^ are initial
estimates of y ^ ,y  ^ .)
In practice the initial estimate of the solution of (5.2.17) is taken 
as the linear estimate, given by 
(5.2.18) z -  y + ay(s) ,
where a = o/ e^y( s ) . Then (5.2.17a) is solved by Newton's method. Apart
from the initial estimate in (5.2.18), the resulting method is essentially 
the same as that described in (4.2.3) except that we periodically change the 
variable which is being incremented. Because of this, the discussion in 
section 4.2 regarding efficiency can equally be applied here. Thus our 
computational method would not evaluate B(y)P^ at every iteration but only
when necessary. If the value of Det(ß(y)P ) can be monitored easily then,
when this becomes small, the Jacobian should be evaluated more frequently. 
For large sparse systems, where the determinant is not available, the number
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of iterations required to.solve (5.2.17a) serves as an indication of how 
effective the approximate Jacobian is. If the number of iterations 
increases, this suggests evaluating the Jacobian more frequently.
As a final remark we note that in a recent paper, Keller [36] made
• Athe choice b - Wy(s) in place of (5.2.5), where W = diag(0,0,...,0,1-9) , 
for some 0 6 (0,1) . Our reasons for modifying the choice in (5.2.5) apply 
equally well to Keller's choice.
5.3. The Determination of Turning Points
5.3.1. Introduction
Several methods, based upon interpolation, have been suggested for the 
accurate determination of a turning point, (ar^ jX*) , on a solution branch 
of (5.1.1). Notably Simpson [69] describes an iterative method which gives 
linear convergence to (x*,X*) and which is suitable for problems with 
symmetric /I(x,X) . In this section we present some methods which, for less 
work per iteration, give second order convergence to (#*,X*) and do not 
require y4(x,X) to be symmetric.
We assume that a reasonable estimate, , of (a:*,X*) is known
as a consequence of following a solution branch using a method from section 
5.2. In many problems the value of T(X) = Det (d (:c(X) ,X)) determines 
whether or not the system is stable and, as T(X) changes sign, the branch 
passes through a turning point in or out of a region of stability. When 
T(X) can be easily evaluated it can be monitored to specify when two 
iterates straddle a turning point. But better than evaluating T(X) is to 
use the following theorem. We continue with the notation of the previous 
section.
THEOREM 5.3.1. With B(x,X) = [>4(a;,X) <i(:r,X)] suppose for some
r 5 n that B(x,X)Pis nonsingular3 where P^ is defined in (5.2.7). Then
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(5.3.1) 
where y(A) is given by
Det(i(a:,A)) = Det y( A) ,
y O O  = e^[B(x,A)Pj ^(ac,A) .
Proof. From the definition of P _ in (5.2.7), we haven+1
i4(a;,A) = P(a;,A)P^+1 .
Now, omitting the variables (x,A) as arguments, we have from (5.2.7),
-  f
A = B P + [e -e )e r y r n+lJ r
r v r ~n+lJ~r= BP + Bfe -e )v> V y) Yi 4_ 1 J
Thus, since B P is nonsingular,
A = BP I+[ßP ) 1B [e -e )eT K rJ K r n+lJ r
Using the identity,
(5.3.2) Det(I + a b = 1 + b^a
and noting from (5.2.8) that Be - a  and Be _ = d , we have & r r n+1
Det(4) = Det (BP ) 1+e^ [bP^  1 [a^ -d]
But [BP ) = e , since d is the rth column of BP , andv pJ p * p 7
Det(i4) = Det [BPr)e^[BP^] 1a^
as required. □
Evaluating (5.3.1) at (a:(s),A(s)) gives
r(A(s)) = Det(ß(a;(s) ,A(s))Pr)y(A(s)}
and, assuming Det(ßP^J ^ 0 in the neighbourhood of , r(A(s))
changes sign with y(A(s)) . But it is already necessary to calculate 
y(A(s)) , in (5.2.9) as part of the evaluation of yis) , and so the sign of 
f(A) can be monitored without extra work. We note that, since
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«V it follows from (5.2.9) that
y (X(s )) = \(s)/xr(s)
and, since x (s) v is nonzero by choice of r , y(X(s)) changing
sign simply means that, with respect to the X axis, the trajectory has 
changed direction, i.e. it has passed through a turning point.
To find the turning point we set up a system of equations which, in the 
region of interest, have a unique solution (£*,X*) . These are of the form 
(5.3.3a) H(x,X) = 0
and
(5.3.3b) <j>(a;,X) = 0 ,
where (j) : D c R71 x R Rn is chosen so that 
(5.3.3c) <J>(a:,X) = 0 iff d(;c,X) is singular.
In section 5.3.3 we give some choices of c()(;e ,X) which have proved 
successful in practice but are expensive to evaluate. For this reason we 
describe, in section 5.3.2, a method suitable for this case.
5.3.2. A Newton Like Method
In this section we describe a method which we will use for solving 
(5.3.3). Since it may be of interest in other cases, we describe it in some 
generality and apply it to (5.3.3) in the next section. We consider the 
general problem of solving the nonlinear equations 
(5.3.4a) q(s,y) = 0
and
(5.3.4b) ip(s,Vi) = 0 ,
q : D c Rn x R a- Rn , ij; : Dci?n x/f->/? , where 
(5.3.5) 3 q(2 ,y) = Q(z,\i)
is nonsingular in the region of a solution (s*,y*) of (5.3.4). We assume
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that derivatives of ip(z,u) are not available and that i[i(2,y) is expensive 
to evaluate. The method we describe is similar to those of Brown [13] and 
Brent [12] but is more suitable when $(s,y) is available analytically and 
when is large and sparse or easy to evaluate. We note that, for
small problems, we have used Brent's method with success. (See [51] for an 
implementation and also [12] for Brent's comments on the suitability of his 
method for problems where the Jacobian is sparse.)
Suppose (z^,U^) is an approximation to (2*,y*) , then we linearise
(5.3.4a) about (z^,y^) and define the subspace L^  to be the space where 





where u(s,y) = 3^g(s,y) . Now, omitting the arguments [z^ \±d\ and 
writing q{z^ ,]A^ ) = q  ^ etc., and assuming Q^ is nonsingular, L^  is 
defined by
L. = (<*,P) I 3 = Z.^-Q^u.iv-v.)}
where 
(5.3.6) .-17+i = <?;
Now we define ^  c: R R as ip , restricted to L^  , by
-1V u) = [^3i+rei
z. ?~u . (y-y .) ,y € oi- . Then we can attempt to find a
(5.3.7)
where D . - i\i , M M K H[ 1 [ ^+l ^
zero of ip(y) on by linearising and applying a Newton step. Since
i
d]A y i




(5.3.9) ^+1 = -
Then 3 is giyen by
(5.3.10)
*i+1 " *i+1 - -U.) ., • i/t « I • _ M •Z z K ^+l ^
The following theorem, which is proved in the appendix to Chapter 5, gives
(5.3.10) to converge to (2 *,p*) with Z?-order > 2 . For the sake of 
continuity we prefer to postpone the proof since here we are primarily 
interested in the application of the method. The important feature of the 
method is that we can attain rapid convergence to (s*,y*) with only two 
evaluations of ijj(3,p) per iteration. Since we are assuming that the 
evaluation of ip is the most expensive part of the process, this represents 
a considerable saving over standard methods for solving (5.3.4).
THEOREM 5.3.2. Suppose q  : D c Rn x R ■ +  Rn and ip : D a Rn x r ■ +  r 
are Frechet differentiable on D and their derivatives satisfy a Lipschitz 
condition on an open neighbourhood S of the point (s*,y*), which is a 
solution of (5.3.4). Suppose also that Q(z,\i) , defined in (5.3.5)., has a 
bounded inverse in S and that the inverse of
exists and is bounded on S , where u(z,\i) = 3 q(z,\i) . Then there exists





an e > 0 such that3 if
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Z ~ Z '
e ,





sufficiently small otherwises 
converges to (a*,p*) with R-order > 2 .
(Note that, in practice, to ensure that 6^. ^ 0 we can choose 6^ = T ,
where a stopping criterion for the iteration is 
gives a value less than T .)
Zi+1 Zi
< T , if (5.3.12a)
5.3.3. Solution of equation (5.3.3)
The equations we wish to solve are given in (5.3.3) and, to apply the 
method of section 5.3.2, we must put them into a form which satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 5.3.2. To do this we note that, from (5.2.2), 
rank[B(a:,A)] = n in the region of a turning point, where 
(5.3.13) B(x,A) = D4(a;,X) d(#,A)] .
Thus, B(x,\) has n linearly independent columns and we can choose an
index r such that B P is nonsingular. We see below that the best choice








and <7(2 , y) by
q(z,\i) = H(x,X) .
Then Q{z,\\) - B(x,\)P , which is nonsingular in a neighbourhood of
(2 *,y*) , as required in Theorem 5.3.2. Also u(s,y) = 3^q(2,y) , which
equals 3 H(x,\) , so u(s,y) = a (x,A) . Since the method of section
r
5.3.2 requires the solution of two linear systems of equations with $(2 ,y) 
as coefficient matrix, we wish to choose r so that Q(s,y) is, in some 
sense, the least singular choice. Thus, we use the value of r chosen in 
section 5.2 when following the trajectory through the turning point, and it 
follows from Corollary 5.2.1 that this choice maximises Det($) over all 
the possible choices of r .
Next we define ijj(2,y) by
ip(3,y) = 4>(a;,A) ,
where we will choose (a?,X) to satisfy (5.3.3c) and we will also require
(J)(a?,A) to have a Lipschitz continuous derivative in a neighbourhood of 
(a:*,A*) .
Finally, we require conditions that R(z,\i) in (5.3.11) has a bounded 
inverse in a neighbourhood of (s*,y*) . Now R(z,\i) satisfies





T3^ 4)(o:, X) 9^ (})(a:,X)
It is then obvious that R(z* >\i*) is nonsingular if and only if T(x*,A*) 
is nonsingular. Also, by continuity of the derivatives of H(x,A) and 
(f>(a:,A) , this will imply i?(2,y) has a bounded inverse in a neighbourhood of 
(s*,y*) •
It follows from (5.2.6) that T(x*,A*) is singular if and only if
T(5.3.15) y(s*) = 0 ,3 <|)(a:*9A*V *x<b(x*,\*)
where y(s*) = (a;*,A*) . If we define $ to be <J> restricted to the 
solution branch and write $(s) = <J) (a;(s) ,A(s)) , then, by the chain rule
<Ks) = 3 J (® ,A )  3,(J)(a:,A)X  A y(s) .
It follows that T(x*,A*) is singular if and only if $(s*) = 0 . 
Furthermore, by choice of <|) , $(s*) = 0 and so T(x* ,A*) is singular if 
and only if $(s) has a double root at s* . Below we will see that one 
choice of (j)(x,X) is given by (J>(a;,A) = Det[4(x,A)) and, in this case, 
$(s) = r(A(s)) . It follows from the discussion following Theorem 5.3.1 
that
<Ks) = a(s)X(s)
where a(s) is nonzero in a neighbourhood of s* . At the turning point 
A(s*) = 0 and so
$(s*) = a(s*)\(s*) ,
which implies that $(s*) = 0 if and only if \(s*) - 0 . This is the 
condition that (a;*, A*) is a point of inflexion, or a turning point at 
which A(s) has a multiple zero. We can show that all the choices of 
(j)(iC,A) discussed in the next section are of the form
<|>(a:,A) = Det (;4(a;,A)) £(a:,A)
for some function £(a;,A) which is nonzero in a neighbourhood of (a;*,A*) 
and so the same argument applies to each choice. It follows that Z?(s*,y*)
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will be singular if and only if A(s) has a multiple zero at s* and, in 
this case, the i?-order of convergence of the method will be only one. 
Geometrically (5.3.15) implies that i?(s*,y*) is singular if and only if 
the solution branch at (a:*, A*) is tangential to the surface S on which
i4(x,A) is singular. This follows because 3 (|>(x*,A*)r 3,<Kx*,X*)X A is
normal to S at (as*,A*) .
5.3.4. Choices for cf)(a:,A)
Now we consider some specific choices for (f)(a:,A) . From (5.3.3), the 
obvious choice is
cf) (as,A) = Det [a(x ,A)) .
This choice proved acceptable except in two cases. When i4(as,A) is large 
and sparse, the evaluation of (|>^ (x,A) may be inconvenient since it
requires the factorisation of /Has,A) into matrices which are not necessarily 
sparse. Secondly, if Det (/4(as,A)) is very small compared with ||tf(as,A)|| , 
then loss of significance occurs in the evaluation of 4f.(z,y) , and
therefore of A^. , in (5.3.8), which adversely affects the convergence rate
of the method. Also, in severe problems, underflow may occur. Despite 
these difficulties, this choice proved successful for several small 
problems, but we discuss two further choices which do not suffer the same 
disadvantages.
Define (p2(x,X) by
(p2(x,X) = e^(B(x,X)Pr) 1ap(x9X) ,
where v is the index described earlier. Since B(x,X)P^ is nonsinguiar
in a neighbourhood of (a?*,A*) , it follows from Theorem 5.3.1 that 
(j) (a:,A) = 0 if and only if 4^(a:,A) is singular. Thus (p^ Cx^ X) is a
suitable choice. Its evaluation requires the solution of a system of linear
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equations and so is suitable in the case when B(x,X) is sparse. Finally,
it is straightforward to show that q(s,p) and , where
ip(z,y) = (P^ (x,X) , satisfy the continuity conditions required in Theorem
5.3.2 if H(x,X) is twice Frechet differentiable on D and its second 
derivative satisfies a Lipschitz condition in a neighbourhood of (a:*,A*) . 
Our final choice for (})(a:,A) is given by defining (f) (as,A) by the
O
relation
(5.3.16a) y4(x,A)y(a:,Ä) = <fi (x,X)w
ö
and
(5.3.16b) q v(x,X) = 1 ,
for some fixed c and w such that ||c|| = ||w|| = 1 . This choice is an 
extension of the method of Osborne and Michaelson [55], [57] for the 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem in one variable. We describe the details of 
the method as they affect our problem and refer the reader to [55] and [57] 
for further details.
Firstly we show that <J) (a;,A) is well defined for certain choices of
O
W and c .
T H E O R E M  5.3.3. Suppose A(x,A) is continuous in an open neighbourhood
of (a;*,A*) and (j) (a:,A) is defined by (5.3.16). Then <J> (a:,A) is well
defined and continuous in an open neighbourhood of (a:*,A*) if 
(5.3.17) Det
j4(a:*,A*) -w 
T A 0 .
Proof.
(5.3.18)
v(x,X) and (j) (a;,A) are defined byO
A (x ,A) -w v(x,X) 0
T (j)0(as, A) - 1c 0 3
From (5.3.17) and the continuity of A(x,A) , (5.3.18) has a unique 
continuous solution in an open neighbourhood of (as*,A*) . □
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So we must choose io. and c to guarantee that (5.3.17) is true.
Since rank[,4(^* ,A*) ] = n - 1 there exists a nonsingular matrix F and an 
n x ft matrix A of the form




/4(x* ,A*) = FAF-1
It is simple to show that
Det
4(;c*,A*) -w 
T eT±V cTVe1 Det(fl)
T -1and that e^V and Ve^ are left and right null vectors of ,4(:e *,A*) .
T T -1Let u = Fe, and w- = e,F , then a sufficient condition for (5.3.17) r 1 4 1
T Tto be true is that u-,W t 0 and c u ^ 0 . It follows that, in somel r
sense, the best choice of w and c is, with suitable scaling,
W - u. a - u
for this choice maximises the determinant in (5.3.17). However, to generate 
an approximation to requires extra work and so we choose W as an
approximation to u . Such an approximation is readily available in the
course of computation. We note that, if i4(:c*,A*) is symmetric, u =
Tand the choice of w is best in this case. In the general case, ~
Tand the choice of w ensures that u-jW ± 0 , at least if w is a good 
approximation to . It is convenient to choose c - , for some k
Tchosen so that e^u ^ 0 . In practice, if w is a reasonable approximation
to u , the choice of k which maximises v
Te .w J , j = 1 is
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s u i t a b l e .  A ls o ,  i t  i s  m ost e f f i c i e n t  t o  change w , and t h e r e f o r e  c , a t  
e ach  i t e r a t i o n  $ a lw ays  u s in g  t h e  b e s t  e s t i m a t e  o f  u f o r  w .
A[x 9\  ) , w hich i s  t h e  f i r s t  n com ponents  o f  y  a t  (x q ,Aq)
and so  has  a l r e a d y  been  c a l c u l a t e d ,  i s  a  good i n i t i a l  c h o ic e  f o r  W when 
s u i t a b l y  s c a l e d .  F i n a l l y ,  we n o t e  t h a t  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y  r e q u i r e m e n ts  
on <7( 2 , y) and ijj(2 ,y )  i n  Theorem 5 . 3 .2  f o l l o w  i f  i s  tw ic e
F r e c h e t  d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  on D and i t s  seco n d  d e r i v a t i v e  s a t i s f i e s  a L i p s c h i t z  
c o n d i t i o n  in  a  n e ig h b o u rh o o d  o f  (a;*,A*) .
To c o m p le te  o u r  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  m ethod f o r  t h i s  c h o ic e  o f  (J)(;r,A) , 
d e f i n e  t h e  s u b s p a c e  L^  , a s  in  s e c t i o n  5 . 3 . 2 ,  and t h e  m a t r ix  AL(y) bywe
M.(y)  = A uAv-vJ) ,p' i + l  i  i   ^ i J
w h e re ,  f o r  b r e v i t y ,  we a r e  c o n s i d e r i n g  A t o  be a f u n c t i o n  o f  z  and p .
Then i f  w . i s  o u r  c u r r e n t  e s t i m a t e  o f  u and e . i s  o u r  c u r r e n t  c h o ic e  
^ r  k
o f  c , t h e n  T . ( y . )  i s  g iv e n  by
and
( 5 . 3 . 1 9 )
i s  found by s o l v i n g
( 5 . 3 . 2 0 )
Te, v . ,  , = 1 . k ^+1
mA v,-)v = wi  v i
and s c a l i n g  t h e  s o l u t i o n  t o  s a t i s f y  ( 5 . 3 . 1 9 )  and a l s o
'‘i M  = 17 v  ■
T h is  r e p r e s e n t s  one s t e p  o f  i n v e r s e  i t e r a t i o n  and so  w i l l  be  r i c h e r
in  u t h e n  w . . Thus v . , i s  a  b e t t e r  c h o ic e  f o r  w . th a n  w . . I t  v  ^ ^ + l  ^ + l  ^
i s  shown by Osborne [56 ]  t h a t  a n o th e r  e f f i c i e n t  c h o ic e  o f  i-s V{.+± 5
g iv e n  by
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forming
(5.3.21) vUi ( v 6 ; ) > ; + i  •
A(;r*,A*) , however, in the same way as inverse iteration, no difficulties
is necessary is that care be taken in solving (5.3.20) so that the solution 
remains within machine bounds.
We conclude this section with two remarks.
REMARK 5.3.1. For each choice of (j) , an iteration requires the 
solution of four linear systems and gives second order convergence to the 
turning point. This compares favourably with the method described by 
Simpson [69]. Also we note that with (j) and <j) the work in solving
^  O
these systems can be reduced as follows. If a direct method is to be 
employed for solving the linear equations then, when calculating Q?~u. and
Q.^q^ in (5.3.6) and (5.3.7), it is only necessary to decompose into
its appropriate factors once. This saving cannot be made if an iterative 
method is being used to solve the linear systems. In this case, however, the
system. Moreover, the solution of the first will provide an excellent 
estimate of the solution of the second. The result is that few iterations
arise when solving (5.3.20) due to being nearly singular. All that
calculation of ib. (p^ +6^ .) and each require the solution of a linear
will be required for the second system.
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REMARK 5.3.2. The method of Osborne and Michaelson is just one of a 
class of methods for the nonlinear eigenvalue problem which could be applied 
to this problem. Some of these are discussed in [67].
5.4. The Determination of Certain Simple Bifurcation Points
We point out, in this section, that the method of section 5.3 can 
sometimes be applied to finding simple bifurcation points. To find a point 
fxn,A7J defined in (5.1.4) we can solve
K D  D J
(5.4.1a) H(x,A) = 0 ,
and
(5.4.1b) <J>(tf,A) = 0 ,
with cj)(ar,A) given by or <fi from section 5.3. In this case, however,_L o
the resulting Jacobian is singular at the solution and so the method 
converges only linearly. However, it is often the case that, on a primary 
branch, we have independent information about the solution curve x(X) .
For example, in the problems discussed in section 5.5, noting the symmetry 
gives the required information. If x , on the solution branch, also 
satisfies
g(x,A) = 0 ,
??7<n, then it may be possible to replace certain 
components of H by components of g in such a way that the resulting 
system has full rank at (a?D,A J . In the case when 4(x,A) is factorised,
we can first apply the method to (5.4.1) and then convergence to f;cn,A„1
v D  D
is linear. In solving systems of the form
Aixi’xi)v = b »
where 4 (or.,A^ ) replaces in section 5.3.2, we factorise A[x^9A^ ) into
PA (or., A^.) = LU
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where P is a permutatioq matrix and U is upper triangular and L is 
unit lower triangular. We extend the decomposition to form
PA (x^,X^Y L
1 e
r* «.? s# o. 1__
_ W
where G(x,X) = . If, at some stage, the best choice of pivot in
the decomposition of A , from the Pth row say, becomes small compared
with the elements of A , we replace that row of A by a row of G(x,\) ,
the jth say, which maximises the pivot. We then continue with a new
system, in which HAx,\) in (5.4.1a) is replaced by g.(x,X) . This new^ C
system satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.3.2 and so we can attain rapid 
convergence to [x^ ,Xß] •
It is particularly convenient to use cf>(a:,A) = cj) (a:,A) from section
O
5.3.4 since, on converging to [x^ ,Xß] 5 The final value of gives a
good approximation to the zero eigenvector of ;4Lr ,A J which is useful
a D
when looking for a point on the secondary branch. (See [37], [64] for 
further details of methods for this problem.)
5.5. Numerical Results
We have applied the methods of sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 to several 
problems with success and we describe two which have appeared in the 
literature. The trussed dome problem [33], which was also considered in 
[63], is a physical example of stability loss. The dome of Figure 5.3, if 
subjected to vertical forces at nodes 1 ,2,...,7 , deforms until it loses 
stability at a turning point. The equations defining the equilibrium 
positions of the structure are of the form
W(x)x = Xw ,
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FIGURE 5.3: Geometry of Trussed Dome (from [33]).
where W(x) is a matrix and w is a constant vector, when the force at
node i is AB^ for fixed 3^ 1—111 . The vector x defines
the position of the seven nodes and so the dimension of the problem is 21 .
The details and the derivation of these equations, together with a Fortran
subroutine for the relevant calculations were provided by Professor W.C.
-4 -4Rheinboldt [62]. For the case where $, = 10 and 3 . = 2 x 10 ,1 J
j = 2,...,7 , Figure 5.4 shows the displacement, £ , of the central node 
for varying A and the turning point was found to be at
A* = 9.074147... ,
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t
FIGURE S.4: Vertical displacement
of central node (£) vs. A .
when for example, = 0.7865549... . With the choices of (}) = (j^ and (j)^
the algorithm displayed second order convergence to (or*,A*) . The choice 
of <p(x, X )  = Det(i4(x,A)) suffered from the loss of significance described 
in section 5.3.4. Typical values of the relevant functions in the region of 
(a;*,A*) were
||tf(a?,A)|| = 10 5 , I (f^OjA) I = 10 37 , I (p^(x,X) I = 10 1 , |c|>3(a;,A)| = 10 4
and so the choice of <J) (x,X) was less effective than the other choices.
1  »
The second problem was described by Simpson [69] and is the solution 
of the boundary value problem
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u(x,y) = 0 , (x,y) 6 3D ,
where D is the unit square. The problem was discretised using the 
9-point box form of the Laplacian (see Fox [26]) on a uniform mesh of size 
h . The resulting system is of the form (5.1.1) where X appears non-
2linearly. If m - 1/h , the problem is of dimension m and is sparse, so 
we used the iterative method of Paige and Saunders [59] to solve the linear 
systems. We used the choices (p0(#»X) and <J) (x,\) and both were
successful. Figure 5.5 shows how w(0.5,0.5) varies with X (calculated 
with h = 1/12 ). We calculated the turning point on mesh sizes h = 1/16
u (% •> h)
A
■> Xo,0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00
FIGURE 5.5: «(%,%) vs. X .
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and h - 1/24 and derived the results, for h = 1/16
A* = 6.8080865... , m (0.5,0.5) = 1.3916567...
and for h = 1/24
A* = 6.80811698... , u(0.5,0.5) = 1.3916603... ,
with convergence, in each case, being attained to more than the figures 
shown. These results for A* should be more accurate than those given by 
Simpson.
Typically, the number of iterations were the same for (j> (x ,\ ) and
(j) Gc ,A ) with the correction (5.3.21). Without this correction, on average,
using (J) Gc ,A ) cost about one extra iteration. But in all cases the second
order convergence to the turning point was apparent.
The method of section 5.4 was applied to finding the simple bifurcation 
point which occurs in the trussed dome problem. The value of Det(i4Gc,A)) 
was monitored along (;c(A),A) to bracket (x^ ,A^ ) and then the method of
section 5.4 was applied with (J) Gc ,A) given by ({) (x ,A) and cf> (ec ,A) . The-L O
extra information, which is satisfied only on the primary branch, was 
provided by several of the obvious symmetry relations satisfied by the dome. 
The methods were again successful and, on replacing a component of H(x,t) 
by an appropriate symmetry relation, the convergence to [x^  ,A^ ) was second
order. The bifurcation point was found to be at
A = 4.341092788 . ..
D
where, for example, £ = 0.1796179807... . Note that when using <J) (x ,A) ,
D o
the initial choice of = i4(x0 ,A0) is not suitable since, as in
this example, W may have a very small component in the direction of the
appropriate eigenvector. For the bifurcation point problem we have found 
Tchoosing WQ = (1,!,...,!) is acceptable.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 5
We now prove Theorem 5.3.2. We use the same notation as described in 
section 5.3 and so refrain from restating the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.3.2. Throughout this proof we define the norm on
Yi YlR x R in terms of a norm on R as
(A5.1) = Wall f a
for any (a,a) £ R x R . For any 6 > 0 we define the set 5(y) as
5(y) = (z,y) z-z*
y - y * < Y r •
Also we define the functions w(a9a) and £(a,a;5,3) , for any (a,a) € 5 
and (2?,3) € 5 , by
(A5.2) 0 = q(z*,\i*) = q(a,a) + Q(a9a)(z*-a) + u(a,a)(y*-a) + w(a,a)
and
(A5.3) \p(b9ß) = ip(a,a) + 3 \p(a,a) (b-a) + 3 ip(a9a)(ß-a) + £(a,a;b,3) .s y
It follows from [53, Theorem 3.2.5] and the Lipschitz continuity of the 
derivatives of q and ip that, if 5(e) c S , there are constants K^ and




||w(a,a)|| < K a-z*a-y*
IC(a,a;5,3) | < iC a-b a-3
for all (a,a),(b,3) € 5(e) .
Throughout the following we will frequently omit the arguments (s,y) 
on functions of z and y . For example we will write Q for $(2 ,y) and 
u for u(z,\\) , etc. From the assumptions, there exist constants




i—iiOr ; “ S B 2 ; ||3^ || £ B 3 ; ||ff|| £ 4 ,
for all (s,y) € S . Finally, throughout the proof, for any (2 ,y) € S we
/\will define s(2,y) by
(A5.7) /s _13 (3 ,y) - z - Q  q .
Much of the proof is in the derivation of intermediate results which we 
present as three lemmas.
LEMMA A5.1.  Let e > 0 be such that S(e) er S . Then3 if there 
exists a constant C > 0 such that3 for all (s,y) € S 6 satisfies
(A5.8) 0 < |S| < C
it follows that, for all (s,y) £ S(e) (2 ,y) and [z-Q 1u6,p+6) are in 
S(y) 3 where
(A5.9) Y = B2(1+C)c + B K e2 .
Proof. Let (s,y) € S(e) . Then substituting for q(z,\i) , from 
(A 5.2) into (A5.7), we have
z - z - Q 1[$(;s-;3*)+u(y-y*)-w] ,
z-z* 
y-y* J
from which we have
(A5.10) z - z* = -Q 1u(\l-\i*) + Q .
Thus
(A5.ll)





< + lle'hlMi .
and, since (a,y) ( 5(e) , it follows from (A5.4) and
<  B2c W a
and O < y . Thus (s,y) E S(y) .
Next, we note that
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z-Q ^uS-z* < & 1 & -Q 1my+6-y* p -p * 1
< ö + B2Cz = Y •
Thus [z-Q \ * ö  ,y+ö) 6 S '(y) . □
LEMMA A5.2 .  Define the function A ( 3 ,y ,S )  / o r  6 ^ 0 , by
(A5.13) A(3,y,6) = (^(s-Q ,y+ö) -ty(z ,y)) /6 .
If3 for each (2 ,11)  ^ 6 satisfies (A5.8) for some constant C 3 then there 
exists an e > 0 and a p > 0 such that3 for all (2 ,11) € S(e)
(A5.14) |A(3,vj,6)| > p .
Proof. First we suppose that e is sufficiently small so that 
S'(y) c S , where y is given in (A5.9). Suppose also that (3,y) € S(c) ,
then it follows from Lemma A5.1 that (3,y) and (z-Q ~^6,y+6) are in 
S(y) . Now substituting for ty[z-Q ^w6,p+6) in (A5.13), from (A5.3) with 
(b,B) = [z-Q ^u6,y+6) and (a,a.) = (3,y) , we have
(A5.15) A( 3 ,y,S)
It follows from (A5.5) that
rn -I
-9 \p(a,y) Q u6+9 ^(3 ,y )6+£ [z ,y\z-Q w6,y+ö) 3 y
.-1 /ö .
Ic(S,y;3-ö 1MÖ,y+6)I 5 Kr Q 1u -1
and so, from (A5.6) and (A5.8), we have 
(A5.16) |c(3,y;3-G'1u6,V+6)|/6 £ Kjtf 3 - 3 ;y-y;
Thus, for some constant K , it follows from (A5.15) that
(A5.17) IA(3,y,5)I >
Next, define i?(2,y) by,




9 ip(z,v) 9 y) 3r y




3 ip(3,y)-9 ij;(2 ,y)
By assumption, 7? is nonsingular for all (a,y) £ S , and so, from 
(5.3.2),
Det (7?) = Det (R) 
Thus, for all (a,y) € 5(e) ,
I Det (7?) I > I Det (7?) |
T -1~1+p R e . ^ n+1
r T - 1~1-
V
p R e  ,^ n+1 J
Now T  - !p 7? en+1 5 ||p||||7? | . Moreover, it follows from (A5.18) and the
Lipschitz continuity of and 9^ijj that there is a constant B^  ,
independent of (a,y) , such that, for all (a,y) € S ,
llpll < i55 ||2-2|| < B5( 112-2*11 + 112-2*11) .
Then, from (A5.12),
Upll 5 S5(cr+e) .
Thus, if £ is chosen small enough so that
7?5 ( CJ+£ )7?4 < K
for some k < 1 , where B is given in (A5.6), it follows that 
(A5.19) I Det(7?) I > | Det(7?) | ( 1-k ) .
Since 7?(a,y) is nonsingular with bounded inverse on S , | Det (7?) | is
bounded away from zero on S . Thus, from (A5.19), there exists a constant 
V > 0 , independent of (a,y) , such that
I Det(7?) I > V
for all (a ,y) 6 5(e) . 
Now, from (5.2.10),
Det (7?) = Det($)-j9 xp(2 ,y)-9 ^(z^^Q 1uy
and, since Q is bounded on S , there is a constant L > 0 such that
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I Det(4?) I < L for all (3.,y) i S . Thus
9 4>(s,y)-9 U z ,\±)TQ 1u y s > v/L
for all (3,y) € S(e) .
Finally, if £ is chosen so that p = (v/L) - Ke > 0 , it follows 
from (A5.17) that A(a,y,ö) > p for all (3,y) £ S(e) . □
LEMMA A5.3. For any (3,y) € S'  ^ define y(s,y,6) , for 6 / 0  , by
ip(S,y)(A5.20) y(3,y,6) = y - A(a,y ,6)
If, for each (3,y) € S , 6 satisfies (A5.8) for some constant C , then
there exists an £ > 0 and an M > 0 such that
|y(3,y,6)-y* < M z-z*y-y*
2
for all (3,y) 6 S'(e) .
Proof. Suppose that £ is sufficiently small so that S(y) ci S , 
where y is given in (A5.9). Suppose also that (s,y) £ S(£) , then it
follows from Lemma A5.1 that (3,y) and (z-Q ^uS,y+6) are in S(y) . 
From (A5.20) we have
y(2,y,6) - y* = (ACa ,y ,6) (y-y* ,y)) /Mz ,y ,6)
and, from (A5.15),
(A5.21) y(2 ,y,6) - y* -9 \\>(z,\i)Tq 1it(y-y*)+9 ip(z ,y )(y-y*)Z ]J
-i|;(3,y) + (y-y*) /A(s,y,6) ,
where we have written XL, for X,[z ,\i'iZ-Q ,y+6) . We now replace i[i(3,y)
in (A5.21) using (A5.3) with (£>,$) = (2*,y*) and (a,a) = (3,y) and 
derive
y(3,y,6) - y*= j-9^(S,y)T\z-z*+Q Xw(y-y*)]+C* + (y-y*)|/A(3,y,6) ,
where we have written £,* for ^(3,y;3*,y*) . It follows immediately from
(A5.10) that
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(A5.22) y(2 ,11,6 ) - y* = '{-3s^(2 ,y)T$ \>+c* + (y-y*)|/A(s ,y ,6 ) .
From (A5.5) and (A5.8), with K = K^B^C ,
(A5.23) 5 K. —  ^z-z— 11 *y - y








which from (A5.ll), (A5.6), (A5.4) and (A5.24) gives
2
(A5.25) 4*1 s k . z-z*y - y *
for some constant, K , independent of (s,y) . Finally, using
(A5.22)-(A5.25), (A5.6), (A5.4) and Lemma A5.2, it follows that
2z-z* 
y-y*|y(z ,y ,6)-y* | < M 
where M - { B + K ^ + K  ) /p . □
Let e > 0 be such that the conditions of Lemmas A5.1-A5.3 be satisfied. 
Also, let (z^  ,y^ .) € 5(e) . It follows from [53, Theorem 3.2.3] that, for
any (a,y) € S , i|;(s,y) satisfies
4(2 ,U) I £ C z-z* y-y*
for some constant 5 , independent of (s,y) • Thus, for any (s,y) € 5(e) , 
the choice of 6 given by
6 = |^(2 ,y) I /(l+||0 ^ll)
satisfies
l « l  s  c z-z-11 *y - y
Also if, whenever ^(a,y) = 0 , 6 is chosen sufficiently small, the choice
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of 6 satisfies (A5.8). ~
A A / n
Now, from (5.3.6) and (A5.7), z ^ + -^ = z \.z^ and so, from (A5.10),
i +1 - s* = + e / w ,  ,
-i• Ity •
where = Q [z ^ , \ i A\ etc. Substituting into (5.3.10) gives
z . _ - z-t+1 = -^•b-(v,-4.n-u’t) + e.-Vf f ^ i+1 -1• It/ •
and hence
z i + 1 c - Ql \
VU 1 V* 1
lui + l - M d  +
,-l
But it follows from (5.3.7), (5.3.9) and (A5.20) that = M ,6^]
and so from (A5.4), (A5.6) and Lemma A5.3, 
(A5.26) zU l c A
z .-z*
_ H
where A = B^M + B £ • It follows that, if £ is such that Ae < 1 , then
[z ^ +l_^ VL^ +l )   ^ B ( c ) and, by induction, that the sequence {(s^U^]}
converges to (2 *,y*) . Finally, it follows trivially from (A5.26) that 
the sequence converges with i?-order > 2 . O
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CHAPTER 6
FINDING SEVERAL SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
6.1. Introduction
In this chapter we consider the problem of finding several solutions of 
the nonlinear system of equations
(6.1.1) fix) = 0 ,
Yl Yif  : D c: R -*■ R and, unless stated otherwise, we shall assume that f is 
twice differentiable on D . This problem is often of interest although it 
has received little attention in the literature. The approach frequently 
adopted is to use an iterative scheme, often based on Newton's method, with 
a variety of starting guesses. However, Brown and Gearhardt [14] have noted 
that this approach can fail on quite simple problems, when the method 
continually finds the same root or, of course, the method may continually 
diverge and fail to find the desired roots. Recently two approaches have 
been suggested for overcoming these difficulties and in this chapter we 
consider the two methods and draw some conclusions about their computational 
efficiency.
In section 6.2 we consider the approach suggested by Branin [11]. The 
basis of his method was presented in section 4.4 as a method with wide 
convergence for finding a single solution of (6.1.1). In his paper, Branin 
proposed an extension of the method as a means of finding several solutions. 
He suggested following the solution trajectory of
(6.1.2) xit) - -Jix) ^f(x) , x(0) = ,
where, as in Chapters 1-4, Jix) is the Jacobian of fix) and x^ is an
estimate of a solution of (6.1.1). Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1 
the solution trajectory of (6.1.2) converges to a solution of (6.1.1). To
Ill
find a second solution, Branin suggested reversing the sign in (6.1.2) and 
following the solution of the new differential equation in a direction away 
from the first root and away from x^ . On crossing a region where Jix)
is singular he reverted to following the solution of (6.1.2), hopefully 
giving convergence to a new root. In this chapter we shall refer to 
Branin's method not as the means of following the trajectory, as described 
in section 4.4, but as the principle of following the whole solution 
trajectory of (6.1.1). In fact, in our numerical tests we used the method 
NEW/2 of Chapter 4 to follow the trajectory.
In section 6.3 we describe the approach due to Brown and Gearhardt [14] 
who extended the idea of deflation, usually associated with finding roots of 
a polynomial, to dimensions greater than one. On finding a root, r , of 
fix) they suggested finding a zero of the deflated function
gix) = f(x)/\\x-r\\ , where ||*|| is some norm on R . If v is a simple 
root of f  then r is not a root of g . It is shown in section 6.3 that, 
if Newton’s method is used to solve the deflated equation, then the 
resulting method is similar to Branin’s method and can be considered as 
differing only in the way in which it chooses the sign in (6.1.2) and in the 
accuracy with which it follows the resulting trajectory.
Branin's method is more successful than the deflation method for 
finding several solutions of (6.1.1), however it is more costly in terms of 
the amount of computation per zero found. In section 6.4 we present 
numerical results which demonstrate this and, for completeness, describe a 
modification of the methods which is more efficient than Branin’s method and 
is more successful in finding zeros than Brown and Gearhardt's method.
We note that Chao, Liu and Pan [16] used a modification of Branin's 
method, however, in their paper they gave little detail about the 
computational efficiency of the resulting method.
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6.2. Branin's Method
The method can be described as one which follows the solution trajectory 
x(X) of
(6.2.1) /(ac(A)) - (l-A)/(a:0) = 0 , £c(0) = .
It is shown in Chapter 1 that the solutions of (6.2.1) are essentially the
same as those of (6.1.2). The method attempts to follow x(X) from
x(0) = to x ( l ) = r , which is a root of f  . Then the method continues
to follow x(X) for X > 1 until either the trajectory passes through a
turning point or the trajectory diverges to infinity (or, in practice, goes 
beyond some prescribed bound). For the former case the method continues to 
follow the trajectory, with X decreasing now, possibly on to another 
solution. Each point on the solution branch (#(A),X) , at which X = 1 ,
represents a solution of (6.1.1). Note that this process is exactly that
described in Chapter 5 except that here we are not interested in the 
accurate determination of the whole solution branch.
When the solution trajectory diverges, the method returns to x(0) , 
follows the trajectory with X decreasing and repeats the whole process 
until divergence occurs again. Thus the method follows the trajectory 
through in both directions.
Branin actually suggested integrating (6.1.2) rather than (6.2.1) and 
the corresponding version of (6.2.1) is derived by applying the transformation
1 - A = e  ^ . Since we wish to follow the solution trajectory in both 
directions we need to modify the resulting equation and to follow the 
solution of
(6.2.2) f[x(t)) - e ^V(^ q) = 0 s a:(0) = ,
where 6 = 1  if we are approaching a zero or 6 = -1 if we are leaving a 
zero in search of a turning point. For this formulation there is an added
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complication, due to integrating over the infinite interval. On finding a 
solution of (6.1.1) and before following the correct trajectory away from 
the root, it is necessary to "step over" this root onto the solution of
(6.2.2) . In accordance with our comments of Chapters 1-4, we prefer to use
(6.2.2) , for then we can follow the solution trajectory using a method 
designed to take advantage of the Liapunov stability of (6.2.2) when
6 = 1 .
In his paper, Branin gave several examples and diagrams which are 
important as they give an insight into the behaviour of the solution 
trajectories. In particular he notes that the method is not always 
successful since xit) may not pass through all the roots or indeed may not 
pass through any. Actually, the method is less reliable than Branin hoped 
since he offered a conjecture that the method finds all the solutions of 
(6.1.1) if the problem has no extraneous singularities (defined below).
This conjecture is not true, as shown in the following example. A 
singularity of the differential equation xit) = qix) is a point x such 
that qix) = 0 . Thus, any solution of (6.1.1) is a singularity of (6.1.2) 
and, as described in Chapter 1, is a stable node in the Liapunov sense. 
Branin modifies (6.1.2) and considers the differential equation
xit) = Adj ((/(x)) fix)/Det (j(a:)) ,
where Adj(*) denotes the adjoint. Apart from a sign, this is equivalent 
to (6.1.2). He then defines an extraneous singularity as a point x such 
that fix) i- 0 and Adj (j(;r))/*(x) = 0 . Such points often give rise to a 
region of non-convergence, i.e. a region S such that, for any x € S' ,
the solution trajectory of (6.2.1) does not pass through all the zeros of 
/ . The following problem is shown to possess no extraneous singularities 
but does have a region of non-convergence and so disproves Branin1s 
conjecture. Consider (6.1.1) with fix) given by
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f i x )
- 2  - t
x r x 2
2  i52 _ 1 _
w here we have w r i t t e n  x ^ -  (x^jX^) • Then
( 6 . 2 . 3 ) Adj ( e / ( x ) ) / ( x )
- 2  2 -  
2x xx 2 - x 2 - 1
2 _
x 2 - l
and i t  i s  e a sy  t o  show t h a t  A d j ( J ) f  = 0  i f  and o n ly  i f  /  = 0 . Thus t h e  
p rob lem  has  no e x t r a n e o u s  s i n g u l a r i t i e s .  The p rob lem  h a s  two s o l u t i o n s  a t  
( 1 , 1 )  and ( - 1 , 1 )  , however s o l u t i o n  t r a j e c t o r i e s  o f  ( 6 . 1 . 2 )  p a s s i n g  th ro u g h  
p o i n t s  (x such  t h a t  x^ < -1  do n o t  c o n v e rg e  t o  a  s o l u t i o n .  A f u l l
a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  t r a j e c t o r i e s  shows t h i s ,  however we b r i e f l y  n o t e  t h a t ,  when
x^ = - 1  , t h e  u n i t  v e c t o r  in  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  a  s o l u t i o n  t r a j e c t o r y  o f  
( 6 . 1 . 2 )  i s  x( t ) / |Jx( t )  || and from ( 6 . 2 . 3 )  i s  g iv e n  by
2
x( t )  
|x( t ) II
2X +1
w here  E, i s  a  s c a l i n g  f a c t o r .  T hus , t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  i s  p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  x.
a x i s .  T h is  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  no t r a j e c t o r i e s  c r o s s  t h e  l i n e  x = -1  w h ic h ,
on f u r t h e r  a n a l y s i s ,  p ro v e s  t o  be t h e  c a s e .  So t h e  r e g i o n  
S = {x I x 2 < - l }  i s  a  r e g i o n  o f  n o n -c o n v e rg e n c e .
In  g e n e r a l  t h e n ,  f o l l o w i n g  a t r a j e c t o r y  does  n o t  g u a r a n t e e  f i n d i n g  a l l  
o r  even any s o l u t i o n s .  D e s p i te  t h i s  f a i l i n g ,  B r a n i n ’ s method a p p e a r s  t o  be 
t h e  m ost r e l i a b l e  o f  t h e  m ethods c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e .  U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  t o  be 
s u r e  o f  f i n d i n g  a l l  t h e  s o l u t i o n s  on a t r a j e c t o r y  r e q u i r e s  a l a r g e  amount o f  
c o m p u ta t io n  and so  some b a la n c e  m ust be found  be tw een  e f f i c i e n c y  and 
g u a r a n t e e d  s u c c e s s  in  f i n d i n g  a l l  z e ro s  on a t r a j e c t o r y .  We d i s c u s s  t h i s  
f u r t h e r  in  s e c t i o n  6 . 4 .
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6.3. The Deflation Technique
6.3.1. A New Formulation
In this section we consider a method of deflation similar to that 
applied to polynomial equations. Having found a root,  ^ , of a polynomial 
p(a) , other roots can be found by solving the equation
p(a)/(a-£) = 0 .
The process is described in detail by Wilkinson [73]. Brown and Gearhardt 
[14] extended this idea to solving (6.1.1).
Yl YiLet r £ R and M(x,r) be a matrix on R which is defined for all
Yl
x € U^ , where U is open in D c R and r belongs to the closure of
Up • Then Brown and Gearhardt define M to be a deflation matrix if, for
any differentiable function f : D cz Rn Rn such that fir) - 0 and J(r) 
is nonsingular, we have
liminf \\M [x. ,r) f [x .) \ > 0
i^co ^ ^
for any sequence {x.} such that
lim x . = r
i-too 1
and x . £ U . Thus any iterative method which converges to a solution of ^ V
(6.3.1) M(x,r)f(x) = 0
will not converge to r . The process suggested by Brown and Gearhardt is 
to find a root r , by some method, then with some deflation matrix M(x,r) , 
to solve (6.3.1). If, in addition, M(x,r) is chosen to be nonsingular for
all x € Rn\{r} , then any solution of (6.3.1) will also be a solution of
(6.1.1) and, by choice of M(x,r) , will be different from r . The process 
can be repeated to deflate out a number of roots r^,r^,...,r^  by solving
M(x,r^) .. .m (x ,r2)M(x ,r^ ) fix) = 0
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and we consider this further in section 6.3.3.
The most obvious choice of M(x,r) is J/||x-r|| , for some norm ||,| on
Yl
R , and it is this form of deflation that we shall consider. Define 
r| : Rn R by
n(x) = Ik-HI ,
yx Yithen the deflated function g : D\{r} c: R - *  R is defined by 
(6.3.2)
Brown and Gearhardt suggested taking differences of g(x) to form an 
estimate of G(x) , the Jacobian of g(oc) , and using a discrete version of 
Newton's method to solve g(x) = 0 . We prefer to form G(x) explicitly in 
terms of J(x) and to use Newton's method to solve the deflated equation. 
From (6.3.2) we have
T -
(6.3.3) G(x) = 1r\(x)
where we have written
%  (x) = ri'( x )  •
We note that G(x) is defined only where n(^) £ 0 and p f(a:) is defined
For example, if r\(x) = ||a:-r||2 = [ 1 -r)]% , then G(x) is defined on
D\{r} . For T](x) = ||a?-r|| , p = I,00 , G(x) is defined on D\S , where P
11 IT x .-
011 for some i]
and
S - \x I lar.-r.l = |a;.-r.| = l|;E-r|| , for some i ,,7 , i  ^,7} .
00 1 1 1 ^  ^ 1 J  J  "00 itJ 0  J
These restrictions do not present any difficulties since, in practice, we 
extend the definition of n f(^) so that it is defined for all x ± r . We 
demonstrate this extension for r)(:r) = ||a:-r|| , p = I,00 for, together with
p - 2 , these are the norms which are most convenient to use in practice.
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(1) d (1)Writing r| (a;) = ||a:-r|| ' , then formally ^  (x) is defined only on 
Rn\S . However, can be written




1 if x^  > r\ ,
-1 if x . < r. .t t
(1)
We can define ^  (a:) arbitrarily on without affecting the results, so
we define it in the natural way by
(1)
(6.3.6) ÜIL (x ) - y3x. ' ; Yi ’t
t = 1,2,
j (D
. . . ,n , and then (x) is defined for all x t v . Similarly,




(6.3.7) = J, Vvv •t=l
where
1 if t oII and x . > r . ,to ^0
(6.3.8) 6t = '-1 if t o
II and x . < r . ,t0 ^o
0V if t t to
and to is the smallest t such that
la; .-r .1 > |a; ,-r . \ 
i i 3 3
3n vfor j = l,2,...,n . Normally (x) is undefined if
t
\x.-r.\ = \x. -v. , however we make the formal definitiont t to to
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(6.3.9) (°°)9x7 (x) = 6i'i
dri(°°)i - 1,2.... n , and then ^  (x) is defined for all x A r .
If 4 is a nonsingular matrix and x and z/ are vectors, then
T T — 1A + xy is nonsingular if and only if 1 + y A x A 0 and the Sherman-
Morrison formula states that
(6.3.10)
(see Householder [35]). Thus, from (6.3.3),
[A+x/ Y 1 - A'1 - f .7 / 7 1 ,
1+y A x
(6.3.11) G(x) 1 = n(x)
T
i n (x) r( >v — 1  ^
1 - -FK^ r J(x) f(x)
Writing q(x) -J(x) and 
(6.3.12) G(x) = 1
lt<?(x)T ny(x) 5 n(x)
some simple algebra using (6.3.2) and (6.3.11) shows that
-6(x) ^(x) = q(x)o(x) .
Therefore the Newton iteration
( 6 * 3 ‘ 1 3 )  xi+1 = xi ~
for solving g(x) = 0 can be written
(5-3.14) xi+1 = xi + q{xi)a[xi) .
This represents an improved formulation of the deflation technique for we 
see that Newton’s method applied to the equations g(x) = 0 can be 
implemented without the need to evaluate derivatives of g(x) directly. 
Moreover, for some i , £(x^.} may be nearly singular and whilst this may
be because j[x^ ) is nearly singular we see from (6.3.11) that it may also
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be because ö (sn.) is large. If this is the case then, in applying (6.3.13),
we have none of the difficulties involved in calculating 0 {x ^ ] ^g { x . If 
o ( x ^ ) is large then suitable damping can easily be applied to the step in 
(6.3.14).
6.3.2. The Relation with Branin's Method
Our view of deflation follows from (6.3.14) which shows that the 
resulting method is essentially Euler's method for integrating (6.1.2) with 
a special choice of step-size and as such is similar to Branin's method. We 
note that Euler's method is only first order for (6.1.2) and so will be less 
successful in following the solution trajectory than the higher order 
methods previously discussed. This is borne out in practice, as we show in
section 6.4. Also we note that <3(or.) is often an unsuitable choice of
step-size in (6.3.14) and we demonstrate this below. First we prove two 
lemmas.
LEMMA 6 .3 .1 . Let r\ : Rn R be defined by n(o:) = ||a:-r||^
p = 1,2 or °° j  for some r . Assume that3 for p = 1 and °° n f (;c) is
defined by (6.3.6) and (6.3.9) respectively. Then_, for any x  ^r
(6.3.15) r| ' (x)T(x-r) = n(a;) .
3nProof. For p - 1  , 7^ — (x) = y  ^ , where y  ^ is given in (6.3.5).
Thus
T nn f (x)  (x-r) = ]T y Ayx^ -r?\ 
i-1
and from (6.3.4), the result follows.
For p - 2 , r)f(x) = (x-r) / \\x-r| and so (6.3.15) follows immediately.
3nFinally, for p = 00 , (x ) = ^  5 where 6 .^ is given in (6.3.8).
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So
H '(x)T(x-r) = £ 6^[x^-rS]
i-1
and the result follows from (6.3.7). □
We note that (6.3.15) is true for all norms of the form
IkII = [xTAx)** ,





p > 1 , assuming that, in each case, r|'(;c) is defined so that it exists 
for all x  ^r . We have restricted our attention to the cases p - 1,2 
and 00 since these are the practical choices.
LEMMA 6.3.2. Let f : D c Rn -* Rn and f(r) = f(r) = 0 where 
r £ Int(D) r £ Int(Z?) and r f r . Let N c= D and N~ a  D be convex
neighbourhoods of r and r respectively such that n N~ is empty.
Suppose also that J(x) is Lipschitz continuous on and on N~ and
that J{x) 1 exists and is bounded on both and N~ . Finally, let
n(jc) = lk-r|| for p - 1,2 or 00 and suppose, for the cases p = 1,°° ,
that n'(x) is defined by (6.3.6) and (6.3.9) respectively. Then with 
o(x) defined in (6.3.12)_, it follows that
(i) if {#.} is a sequence such that lim x. - r , then
Is » I s
lim o[x^] = 1
and
(ii) there exists a constant K such that for all x € N \{r} ,
Io(x) I > X/||x-r|| .
Proof. We assume that the norm used in the proof is the same norm that
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defines d(x) . From our-assumptions, ri'(;c) exists on N~ . Also r)'(:c)
is bounded on *D \{^ } , in particular, for each x / r , ||pf(a:)|| - n if
p = 1 and ||n '(^ )|| = 1 if p - 2 or 00 . In addition p(x) is bounded 
away from zero on N~ and Jix)  ^ is bounded on N~ . Writing
n(r) - n ,ix)TJjx)~1fjx) 
a W  " pix)
it follows that there is a constant L^  such that
I cl(x ) I 5 L1||/(a:)||
for all x 6 /l/~ . The result now follows because oix) = l/(l+a(:r)) and 
fir) = 0 .
To prove (ii) we define the function uix) by
uix) - fix) + J(x)(x-r) .
Then, from [53, Theorem 3.2.5] and the Lipschitz continuity of Jix) on
N , there is a constant > 0 such that, for all x € N , r 2 9 r
2IIuix) | < L2\\x-r\\
Also, from the assumptions, there is a constant > 0 such that
IkCx)'1! s k2
for all x 6 N . Now aix) can be written r
aix) = uix)-Jix)ix-r)~\
p'ix)Tix-r) rfix)^ Jix) 1uix)
r \ i x ) n ix)





1 + cl(x ) = T)' (x)^ J(x) ~ujx) r\ix)
Because n(^) = ||x-r|| and the way in which ||r)f(aO|| is bounded, it follows 
that, for each x € N \{r} ,
j y *
Part (i) of Lemma 6.3.2 shows that, in the region of a solution other 
than r , the method behaves like Newton’s method and tends to Newton's 
method as iterates converge to the new zero. Part (ii) shows that, in the 
region of v , the stepsize oix) is large and, under the conditions of the 
theorem, acts to force iterates away from r . Unfortunately, far from r , 
the signs of ö(x) and q(x)o(x) and, close to v , the magnitude of 
q(x)o(x) are all unpredictable. This is in contrast to the scalar case 
where, under extra differentiability conditions, q(x)o(x) tends to a finite 
limit as x -> r . For the vector case this unpredictability means that the 
behaviour of the method is also unpredictable. This is borne out in practice 
and the following example shows that the method can fail in simple cases. 
Consider (6.1.1) with f(x) given by
Gearhardt's paper and has three zeros at (1,1), (0,0) and (-0.75,0.5625) .
TSuppose the first zero found is at r - [1,1] and we perform deflation with 
rK#) given by r](a;) = ||aj-t»|| . We define the function six) by
□
fix) =
(6.3.16) six) = qix)oix)





> x2 2 " ^1
T TWith e - (1,1) and e = (1,0) an equivalent definition of B is
(6.3.17) B = ja: | e^ ix-r) > 0, e~(x-r) < oj .
It is simple to show that, for all x £ B , q(o:) - 1 - x^  and so
TD '(or) = [0,-1] for x € B . Some straightforward algebra gives
2'




where A(o:) = -12a:^  + 3 + 2x . Then it follows that, for all x € B ,
oix) =
A(a?) (l-o: )
4 (a^ -l) 2 (x^+l/2) (a^+3/2)
Now A(x) < 0 for all x € B and it follows that o(x) < 0 for all 
x 6 B . Therefore, from (6.3.16) and (6.3.18), for all x € B ,
T ( N oix)
eis(x) = -
and so, for all x € B , 
(6.3.19)
Similarly, for x € B ,
3+o:^ -4o:^ X1 A(x) ^ 1  1) (4xj_+3)x 1
e six) > 0 .
T n(r) 4 3 2
e six) = - ^~~y 4o:1-4a:1+4x1+3a:1+A(a:)a:2
But, if x £ B , x^  < 2 - X-^, so, for x £ B ,
T , x . a(ar) e s(a:) < - A(x)
4 3 2
4o?1 -4o:1+4o:1+3o:1+A(o:) (2- 0: )
From the definition of A(o:) we can now derive
(6.3.20) T ( N „ oix) ( , N2e s(x) < -  ÄÜT (a;- 1) 4ot^  + 16o; +6 < 0
for all x £ B . Thus, if x € B , it follows from the definition in
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(6.3.17) and from (6.3.19') and (6.3.20) that x + six) € B . Therefore, if 
Xq € B , the iterates defined by (6.3.14) must all be in B and so can
never converge to another zero. This is in contrast to Branin’s method 
which is globally convergent for this problem, in that the solution 
trajectory of (6.2.1) passes through all three zeros for any .
6.3.3. Multiple Deflation
All we have said can be applied to deflation with respect to several 
zeros. Suppose we have found zeros ,J>2 5 ’ ‘ of fix) . Then, letting
rn (a;) = ||a:-r^|| , the deflated function g^ix) is given by
q (x ) = _________ __
n 1 ( a ? )  • •





which is the generalisation of (6.3.3). Now using formula (6.3.10), simple 
algebra gives









Thus, in the general case, (6.3.14) becomes
d°k^ xi
Again with this formulation, it is often easy to overcome the problem of 
G-^ix) being almost singular. This is detected if ö^ (tf) is large and
x U l  ~~ x i + < (s
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again, suitable damping can easily be applied.
6.4. Numerical Results
In this section we describe some numerical tests performed on the 
methods of sections 6.2 and 6.3. The implementation of Branin's method 
(Method 1) is essentially an extension of the method NEW/2 described in 
Chapter 4. Changes were included, first to step over a solution and follow 
the trajectory away from the root. On finding a root, to step over and find 
a new starting point, the equation
f i x )  = ( - 1 ) ^ / (o?0) * 10 5
was solved, where k is the number of roots found so far. Secondly, the 
sign of Det(j(x)) was monitored so that the method was aware of passing a 
turning point. The deflation technique (Method 2) was implemented as 
described in section 6.3 with the 1, 2 and 00 norms. Since there was no 
appreciable difference in the results, the 00 norm, being the simplest to 
evaluate, was used in the experiments. Given , the method based upon
that of Brown and Gearhardt can be written as
(i) find a root r by Newton's method,
(ii) deflate with respect to r  ^ and begin again, using x
as starting guess, to find a further root r ,
(iii) deflate by r^  and repeat until a termination criterion
is satisfied.
Also, for both methods, iterations were continued until
(a) x^ became too large and a test of the form ||a^.-c?|| < A was
violated, where c and A were function dependent, e.g.,
Tc - (0,0) and A = 10 for function 3 below,
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(b) the required number of zeros were found, (for each function 
the number of zeros required was preset - the values are 
given below as 2max ), or
(c) the maximum number of iterations was exceeded, (if a method 
took more than 35 function evaluations to find one zero then 
iterations were terminated).
The methods were tested on the following eight functions, chosen because 
they were known to have more than one zero. In each case the methods were 
initiated with ten starting guesses which were chosen at random from a 
region surrounding the zeros of interest. The first four functions were 
described in Brown and Gearhardt [14].
1 .
This system has three zeros and 2max
2. h  =
f 2] fx -x [a;
iiCM ^coso^-x^
3 .
( r,-sirrc ) ,
This function has four zeros in the unit square with others elsewhere. smax 
was set equal to 4 .
3. q  = q * 2 - i ,
„ 2 2  f2 = x± + - 4 ,
which has 4 zeros, smax = 4 .
2 24. = x± + 2x 2 - 4 ,
2 2
f2 = x± + x2 + :r3 - 8 ,
f 3 -- (xr l)2 + (2x2- V p 2 + Oq-5)2 - 4 .
This function has two roots and smax = 2 .
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5. Problem 1 of section 2.5, which has several zeros, smax = 2 .
6. Problem 3 of section 2.5, which has two close zeros in the positive 
quadrant and others elsewhere, smax = 2 .
7. A function from Chao, Liu and Pan [16],
fl = x1 + x2 + x 3 + x l^ - 1 ,
f 2 ~ ^ 2. X 2 ~ X 3 ^  X 4  —  ^  5
„ 2 2 2 2 ,J3 = a?1 + x2 + - 4 ,
r. f 2 2 2 2f4 = Fp-1] + + *3 + *4 - 4 ,
which has two zeros so 2max = 2 .
2 2
8. A  = X1 ' *2 + X4 + tX3'X5J ’
f2 ~ X2~ X4 ” 1 ’
h  = X3 - X5 - 2X1 + 2 >
A  = x4 - X1 - x3 + x5 ’
/5 = x5 - xi + (x2-x4)2 ,
and this function has four zeros, 2max = 4 .
The results of the numerical tests are given in Table 6.1 where, for 
each method, the first line gives the number of zeros found in the ten runs 
and the second line gives the number of equivalent function evaluations per 
zero, where one Jacobian evaluation is considered as n equivalent function 
evaluations. This measure of the amount of work done was used since Method 
1 attempts to improve efficiency by evaluating J(x) only when necessary 
and not necessarily each time f(x) is evaluated. The criterion that 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 23 31 29 17 20 17 20 24
49 52 50 64 37 53 60 129
2 10 28 17 13 12 12 11 11
24 22 19 39 31 30 41 47
3 20 30 29 15 18 17 18 15
22 31 28 52 23 40 55 82
The results show, as predicted, that Method 1 is more successful in
finding zeros and, in fact, found 79% of the maximum possible whereas 
Method 2 found only 50%. However, Method 2 was considerably more efficient 
in terms of the amount of work expended per zero. This was largely due to 
the fact that Method 1 follows a trajectory in both directions and often 
requires several more iterations than Method 2 before terminating because 
of criterion (a) above.
In order to attempt a balance, a new method was written (Method 3) 
which followed the solutions of (6.1.2) like Method 1 but only as accurately 
as Method 2. The basic iteration is therefore
(6.4.1) xi+1 = Xi - j{xiy Lf[x
where 6 is as described in equation (6.2.2). Notice that the presence of 
the term in (6.4.1) precludes the possibility of converging again
to a known simple root. The results for this method are also given in 
Table 6.1 and show it to be a possible compromise between Methods 1 and 2. 
Method 3 found 70% of the possible zeros but was less efficient than Method 
2, primarily because, like Method 1, it follows trajectories in both 
directions. Note that Method 3 represents a simple modification of the 
method of Brown and Gearhardt and gives a significant improvement to the
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performance of that method. For practical problems, the actual choice of 
method would depend upon how one balances computation cost with the need to 
find as many zeros as possible.
Finally, we note that we also used the method of section 5.2 to follow 
the solution of (6.2.1) with H(x,t) given by (6.2.2). (This was the 
motivation for the work of Menzel and Schwetlick [49].) The method was 
modified to give second order convergence to solutions of (6.1.1) however, 
since the method is designed to follow a solution trajectory with some 
accuracy and since this is not required in this application, the method did 
not give any improvement over our implementation of Branin's method, which 
did not demand very high accuracy in the region of a turning point.
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